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I liked the young man, and it was a
great disappointment to me when his
questionable financial transactions were
first called to my attention and the neces
sity arose for his denunciation.

I am sure that the members of the
Judiciary Committee, which committee
still retains Mr. Baker's wife on its pay
roll, the Members of the U.S. Senate
who, like me, were associates of Mr. Baker
while he served as the secretary to the
majority, and the Members of the Senate
who voted for the confirmation of the
nominations of several nominees referred
to above will all agree that "guilt by
association" is not a basis for arriving at
our decision.

I repeat, I have not made any decision
as to how I shall vote on this nomina
tion and will not do so until I have had
a chance to study the record and hear
the arguments regarding the allegation
that some of his financial transactions
may have been improper or that they
interfered with his court duties. These
points do merit our consideration.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, the Sen

ator was kind enough to show me this
statement before he made it.

We all recall that it was the Senator
from Delaware (Mr. WILLIAMS) who
brought to the Senate the information
upon which the inquiry into Bobby
Baker's case was initiated.

I was a member of the Committee on
Rules and Administration which con
ducted the investigation at that time.
Again and again, throughout that very
sad period, the Senator from Delaware
bore the chief burden of presenting evi
dence and of insisting upon a full in
vestigation.

I think the Senator has done what is
typical of him with respect to his fair
ness. I point out that it is enough to say
that the Senator has done what is typical
of him with respect to being absolutelY
fair.

I find myself in the same position as
the Senator from Delaware. I have not
determined how I will vote on the matter.

I commend the Senator from Delaware
for his statement.

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I thank the Senator.

Two of the men I mentioned came be
fore our committee for confirmation. I
knew about their previous friendship
with Bobby Baker. We saw nothing
wrong with it. I was the one who moved
that their nominations be reported fa
vorably to the Senate.

There have been other nominations
that I have opposed, but I think we
should make our decision based upon
the merits in each case. As I have stated,
I am not taking any position as to what
my vote on this nomination will be, al
though I do not doubt that there will
be those who will try to read into my
statement an indication of what my po
sition will be. I merely want to empha
size that I will try to arrive at the de
cision on the basis of the merits of the
case and not on the basis of any guilt
by association.

Since this question as to Mr. Hayns
worth's connection with Mr. Baker has

misen in the press several reporters
have asked me, "Do you know anything
about it?" I thought I had better make
one clear statement for all concerned.
So far as I can determine I have seen
nothing whatever in the files that would
indicate any improper connection.

I am merely trying to clarify my po
sition, in fairness, and I do that as one
who mayor may not vote, in the final
analysis, for confirmation. My decision
will be based on factors other than this.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered.

WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
ACT OF 1969

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (S. 7) to amend the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, as amended,
and for other purposes.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I have
an amendment at the desk, and I ask
that it be read.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.

The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:

On page 66, line 6. strike out the word
"two" and insert "three"; and in line 7,
strike out the word "two" and insert "three".

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, under
section 16(c) (6) it is provided that for
any facility being constructed under a
Federal license on the date of enactment
of S. 7, no certification under section
16(c) (1) is required for any Federal op
erating license necessary for such facili
ties, if such operating license is issued
within 2 years following the date of en
actment. The subsection further pro
vides that after 2 years, the licensee must
provide certification or see its operating
license terminate.

This provision is directed principally
at facilities licensed under the Atomic
Energy Act and is designed to require
those facilities to comply with applicable
water quality standards particularly as
they relate to thermal pollution. This
objective is laudible and I support it.
However, the 2-year period of time for
facilities being constructed to revise their
specifications is possibly too short. The
installation of facilities necessary to
achieve compliance with water quality
standards involves millions of dollars
and requires considerable time for de
sign and construction. I, therefore, sub
mit, and the basis of my amendment is,
that the 2-year time period in order that
facilities under the provisions of subsec
tion 16(c) (6) be given added time to
achieve necessary compliance.

I think this amendment is necessary
to avoid undue hardship while at the
same time achieving compliance with
water quality standards. The amendment
would merely extend the time 1 year.

I urge the adoption of the amendment.
It is my hope that the distinguished

chairman of the committee, who is in
charge of the bill, will see fit to accept it.

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I have
discussed this amendment with the dis
tinguished Senator from Nebraska and
the distinguished Senator from Delaware
(Mr. BOGGs). It does not in any way
change the thrust of this provision of
the bill or the principle underlying it.
It is a question of allowing more time for
plants that began their construction
before the date of enactment of this bill
to adjust to its requirements. I have no
objection to the amendment.

Mr. CURTIS. I thank the distingUished
Senator very much.

I ask for a vote.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques

tion is on agreeing to the amendment of
the Senator from Nebraska.

The amendment was agreed to.
AMENDMENT NO. 132-ADDlTIONAL COSPONSORS

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I call up
my amendment No. 132, and I ask unani
mous consent that the names of the
f'lllowing Senators be added as co
sponsors of the amendment: Mr. MUSKIE,
Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. BAYH, Mr. BROOKE,
Mr. BURDICK, Mr. CANNON, Mr. CASE,
Mr. CHURCH, Mr. CRANSTON, Mr. DODD,
Mr. EAGLETON, Mr. GOODELL, Mr. GRAVEL,
Mr. HARRIS, Mr. HART, Mr. HARTKE, Mr.
HOLLINGS, Mr. INOUYE, Mr. JAVITS, Mr.
KENNEDY, Mr. MAGNUSON, Mr. MCGEE,
Mr. MCGOVERN, Mr. McINTYRE, Mr. MON
DALE, Mr. Moss, Mr. PELL, Mr. PROXMIRE,
Mr. TYDINGS, Mr. WILLIAMS of New
Jersey, and Mr. YOUNG of Ohio.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk read as

follows:
AMENDMENT NO. 132

On page 69, line 7, in lieu of "(k)" in
sert "(1)".

On page 72, between lines 8 and 9, insert
the following: "(j) (1) The Secretary s1ulJI,
after collSultation with appropriate local,
State, and Federal agencies, public and pri
vate organizations, and interested individ
uals, as soon as practicable but not later
than two years after the effective date of this
subsection, develop and issue to the States
for the purpose of adopting standards pur
suant to section lO(c) criteria reflecting the
latest scientific knOWledge useful in indicat
ing the kind and extent of effects on health
and weifare which may be expected from the
presence of pesticides in the water in vary
ing quantities. He shall revise and add to
such cri teria whenever necessary to reflect
developing scientific knowledge.

"(2) For the purpose of assuring effective
implementation of standards adopted pur
suant to paragraph (1) the Secretary shall,
in consultation with appropriate local, State,
and Federal agencies, pUbllc and private or
ganizations, and interested individuals, con
duct a study and investigation of methods
to control the release of pesticides into the
environment, wWch study shaH include ex
amlnation of the persistency of pesticides in
the water environment and alternatives
thereto. The secretary shall submit a report
on such investigation to Congress together
With his recommendations for any necessary
legislation WitWn two years after the effec
tive date of this SUbsection."

On page 72, line 9, in lieu of "(j)" in
sert "(k)".

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, in a re
cent grim scenario, a noted ecologist,
Dr. Paul Ehrlich, projects the end of the
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oceans as a significant source of life in 10
years. Mass starvation of mankind fol
lows, then war.

Dr. Ehrlich says if present trends con
tinue, such a disastrous end to life on
earth could be perilously near.

Not surprisingly, pesticides were a key
part of Dr. Ehrlich's setting for disaster.
As the first dramatic danger signal of the
threat to life in the sea, the ecologist
cites the report in 1968 that DDT slows
down photosynthesis in marine plant
life.

In his article in Ramparts magazine,
Dr. Ehrlich spells out the implications:

It was announced in a short paper in the
technical journal, Science, but to ecologists
it smacked of doomsday. They knew that all
Ufe in the sea depends on photosynthesis, the
chemical process by which green plants bind
the sun's energy and make it avallable to
Hvlng things. And they knew that DDT and
similar chlorinated hydrocarbons had pol
luted the entire surface of the earth, inclUd
ing the sea.

Events moved inexorably from that
point on in the Ehrlich scenario, with
pesticides continuing to play a major
role. Through the present, all events he
cites are fact. For the future, he bases
his conjecture on current trends.

Implausible to project the end of the
oceans and man in 10 years? There have
been too m.ony "implausibles" or "impos
sibles" in this century that have come
true: World War I, World War II, the
atomic bomb, the hydrogen bomb, the
war in Vietnam, the riots in American
cities and universities, the assassination
of a President, a candidate for President,
and an international civil rights leader.
One can readily understand the percep
tive comment of Nobel Prize Winning
Biologist Dr. George Wald that today's
youth are the first generation that be
lieves, and with good reason, that there
may be no future.

And as we move into the last third of
the 20th century, it has become dramati
cally clear that the danger we face from
the destruction of the habitat and life
support systems of man by overpopula
tion and pollution is as great as that from
nuclear holocaust.

Only a short time ago, anyone discuss
ing our environmental problems could
not have thought to include pesticides as
a major threat. Like other technological
innovations that have brought shocking
byproducts, pesticides have come into be
ing and then into mass use with stunning
speed.

DDT DISCOVERED

For instance, DDT was first formulated
in 1874. But its properties as an insecti
cide were not discovered and put into use
until World War II. Almost immediately,
DDT became known as the miracle in
secticide that helped control tropical dis
ease and win the war.

Since then, thousands of millions of
pounds of DDT and other synthetic
pesticides have been applied to millions
of acres to regulate economic plant or
animal popUlations, to protect food and
fibre crops, reduce vectors of disease, and
abate pest nuisances.

Their fame spread as did their use.
Billions upon billions of pests have fallen
victim to their dust, spray, or powder.

But new strains of pests developed

with increased resistance to DDT and
other common pesticides.

Too often, instead of seeking more
effective, more selective means of pest
control, the reaction of many users has
been to apply more, perhaps two, three,
10 times as mUCh, to overcome the pest's
newly attained resistance.

Today, nearly 900 million pounds of
pesticides, including insecticides, herbi
cides, fungicides, rodenticides, and fumi
gants, are sold annually in the United
States alone, more than 4 pounds for
every American. Last year, the sales of
pesticides increased some 10 percent
over the previous year, and by 1985, it
is estimated that they will increase an
other sixfold.

Reports indicate that about 1 acre of
every 10 in America is treated with an
average of nearly 4 pounds of pesticides
every year.

And in little over 25 years, DDT and
other pesticides have been spread by the
soil, wind, the tide, and the chain of life
itself to the farthest reaches of the earth.
This and other highly persistent, mobile
pesticide compounds are now one of the
most easily distinguishable marks of the
presence of man.

GLOBAL CONTAMINATION

Six years ago, two U.S. scientists hy
pothesized that the entire globe may
already have been contaminated by DDT.
To find out, they went to Antarctica. If
any area of the world were to be free
of pesticide residues, it would be that
isolated continent, where there are no
pests, few animals or plants, and where
the nearest pesticide use is thousands of
miles away.

The scientists found pesticide residues
in four of 16 Adelie penguin they tested.
four of 16 Wedell seals, and 15 of 16
skuas-a sea bird. The evidence was in
escapable. Worldwide pesticide contami
nation was confirmed.

Another scientist, who measured resi
dues in the Antarctic"snow melt, esti
mated that over the last two and a half
decades, about 2,600 tons of DDT could
have accumulated in the Antarctic snow
and ice.

Scientists have yet to discover exactly
how DDT and other pesticides have
spread so far, so fast. But some things
are clear: DDT, with a half life of 10
years, is remarkably hard to break down,
especially in the natural environment
where nature has not developed the
means to decompose this synthetic com
pound. And pesticides such as DDT and
Dieldrin are highly mobile, able to travel
through the environment by any num
ber of means.

The pesticide residues tend to concen
trate to progressively higher levels when
they are picked up around_the globe by
tiny organisms, then passed up the food
chain.

A well-researched example of this
characteristic was documented in Cali
fornia. In order to control a troublesome
flying insect that was hatching in a lake
in that state, the water was treated with
the insecticide DDD-similar to DDT
yielding a concentration of 0.02 parts
per million. Plankton, which includes
microscopic waterborne plants and ani
mals, accumulated the DDD residues at
five parts per million. Fish eating the

plankton concentrated the pesticide in
their fat to levels from several hundred
to up to 2,000 parts per million. Grebes,
diving birds similar to loons, fed on the
fish and died. The highest concentration
of DDD found in the tissues of the grebes
was 1,600 parts per million.

If it were simply a case of another
compound sprawling over the earth like
dirt or air, there might be little cause for
concern. But the implications of the per
vasive pesticide accumulation are far
more serious.

ACTIVE AGAINST LIFE

Dr. Charles Wurster, an organic chem
ist and nationally known pesticide ex
pert assisting the Environmental Defense
Fund, likens the pesticide spread to mass
use of biocides, agents which are known
by scientists as "active against life."

"In general, if an organism has nerves,
DDT or Dieldrin can klll it:' Wurster be
lieves. He says the action of other hard
chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides such
as Aldrin, Endrin, Heptachlor and Toxa
phene is similar. Thus, Wurster says
these compounds "are toxic to almost
the entire animal world."

During a recent conference on pesti
cides in Stockholm, evidence was pre
sented that DDT, even in very small
quantities, could affect human metabo
lism. One of the studies cited was Rus
sian research that indicated that workers
whose jobs bring them in contact with
DDT and other organochlorine pesticides
were found to suffer from changes in the
liver which slowed down the elimination
of wastes from the body.

A major study published this summer
by the National Cancer Institute found
that at least 11 pesticides out of 123
chemical compounds tested induced a
significantly increased incidence of
tumors in laboratory animals. The 11 tu
morigenic compounds included five insec
ticides p.p' -DDT, Mirex, bis(2-chlor
ethyl) -ether, chlorobenzilate and stro
bane; five fungicides PCNB, Avadex,
Ethyl selenac, ethylene thiourea, and bis
C2-hydroxyethyl) dithiocarbamic acid
potassium salt; and one herbicide N-(hy
droexthyl) hydrazine.

While the researchers have reserved
judgment on whether these pesticides
should be considered as a potential cause
of cancer, it appears very certain that
growing concern about the threat of pes
ticides to human health is entirely war
ranted.

In 25 years, then, we have turned loose
on the earth a massive dose of compounds
that can cripple or kill, and which are
tragically indiscriminate in their attacks.
When DDT is applied to do one job, it
lingers and accumulates in the environ
ment as a toxic threat to fish, wildlife,
and possibly even to man.

Already, the petrel of BermUda, the
bald eagle and peregrine falcon of Ameri
ca and the blue shell crab of the sea are
each being pushed to the brink of extinc
tion by the spread of pesticides through
our environment.

Like so many other environmental
disasters, it is shocking that this has
happened. But what is almost beyond
belief is that, even from the beginning,
the pesticide dangers were known.

The fact that DDT would kill wildlife
was determined in 1945, the same year
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that the pesticide was released for civil
ian use. The .• discovery was made by
wildlife biolOgists working in U.S. De
partment of Agriculture studies.

From that point on, scientific concern
continued to mount worldwide, but, un
fortunately, the debate simmered out of
the public eye for almost two decades.

"SILENT SPRING'f

Then, in 1962, came a dramatic turn
ing point: The New Yorker magazine
serialized a book by a lady biologist in
the U.S. Department of Interior that
brought home to the public for the first
time the rapidly building dangers from
pesticide misuse. The book was "Silent
Spring," by Miss Rachel Carson.

Challenging the myth that pesticides
were the panacea that they were being
proclaimed, Miss Carson said:

As crude a weapon as the cave man's club
has been hurled against the fabric of life.

Translated into 30 languages, the book
was read by millions in the United States
and around the world. Almost single
handedly, it bridged the gap between the
scientist and the concerned citizen
which so often exists in our complex
society today.

In 1963, Miss Carson testified before
the Senate Government Operations
Committee, chaired by our colleague,
Senator ABRAHAM RIBICOFF.

Also in 1963, a report by the Presi
dent's SCience Advisory Committee,
chaired by Jerome Wiesner, concluded
that the goal of our national efforts
should be "elimination of the use of per
sistent toxic insecticides."

In the following Congress, I initially
introduced legislation to ban the inter
state sale and shipment of DDT. I sub
sequently introduced the same legisla
tion in the 90th and 91st Congresses, and
similar measures have since been intro
duced in the House. During the past
three Congresses, no committee hear
ings have been held on these proposals.

However, interest around the country
in achieving effective pesticide controls
continued to build, and there was grow
ing citizen impatience with the failure
of State and Federal agencies to act.

Yet, despite the urgent warnings and
concern, our government agencies have
failed miserably to respond responsibly
to this massive problem. Not a single
Federal office has taken any significant
action that would lead to the goal of
"eliminating" the use of persistent toxic
pesticides that was established 6 years
ago by the Presidential committee.

AGENCIES lNEFFEC'nVE

The fact is that the Federal Govern
ment has been perpetuating this grave
environmental and health problem,
rather than resolving it.

It was recently revealed that the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, which is
charged with regulating pesticide use,
has been sponsoring a program with the
Air Force and other Government agen
cies under which 250,000 pounds of diel
drin has been applied to 56 military and
civilian airports across the country over
the past 15 years.

This program, which has raised stren
uous objections from scientists, was twice
reviewed and approved by the interde-

partmental Federal Committee on Pest
control.

The committee, which is billed as the
regulator of Federa: pesticide use, re
cently confirmed that the General Serv
ices Administration and the Office of the
Capitol Architect have not even sub
mitted their pesticide programs to the
committee for review.

Clearly, the Federal effort at regulat
ing itself has been as ineffective as has
the regulation of pesticide use at large.

Ironically, a number of States, as well
as several foreign countries, have shown
far greater willingness to act than the
U.S. Government. DDT has been banned
by the States of Michigan and Arizona,
and overseas, by Denmark and Sweden.
And countless cities and towns have
stopped using DDT in their mosquito
control and tree disease eradication pro
grams. In addition, a number of States,
including Wisconsin, and California, are
considering steps to drastically restrict
the use of DDT and other hard pesticides
within their borders.

These recent State and local measures
are a reflection of the citizen demand
for action that has been building at a
heartening pace.

For instance, the idea of creating an
Environmental D~fenseFund grew out of
a suit filed in April 1966, against the
Suffolk County Mosquito Control Com
mission, by Victor J. Yannacone, Jr., a
young lawyer, on behalf of his wife,
Carol, and all other people of Suffolk
County, Long Island. The court challenge
was based on a report that a DDT dump
ing by commission employees was the
cause of a fish kill in a nearby lake.

The New York suit was successful in
leading to a temporary ban on the use of
DDT in Suffolk County by public agen
cies, and gained public recognition as one
of the first attempts to argue that the
citizen has the right under law to pro
tect his environment.

Then in November of 1967, the Envi
ronmental Defense Fund brought its first
court action in its own name, seeking to
prevent the use of dieldrin in a Japanese
beetle control project in Michigan by
the Michigan and U.S. Departments of
Agriculture. Several Michigan Conserva
tion Department aIDdavits, including one
holding that the spraying would threaten
Lake Michigan's new coho salmon fish
ery, were disallowed on a technicality
when the State attorney general's office
refused to let the department oIDcially
enter the case. The tragic results of pesti
cide misuse for the coho were to become
evident 3 years later.

In the Michigan suit, Yannacone got
a tempOrary order from the state court
of appeals to stop the dieldrin spraying,
but this injunction was dissolved after
a 6-hour trial.

WISCONSIN DDT HEARINGS

One year later, the battleground shifted
to the other side of Lake Michigan, to
Madison, Wis., where citizen groups and
the Environmental Defense Fund joined
forces in a petition asking the State De
partment of Natural Resources to ban
the use of DDT in the State under any
circumstances where the pesticide can
enter world circulation patterns and fur
ther contaminate the biosphere. With

EDF, the petitions groups were the Citi
zens Natural Resources Association of
Wisconsin and the Wisconsin division of
the Izaak Walton League.

In the State hearing which began last
December, the Alliance of Concerned Sci
entists and Lawyers presented extensive
testimony outlining the growing pollu
tion of the environment by persistent
pesticides in the chlorinated hydrocar
bon family.

Dr. Robert W. Risebrough, an environ
mental scientist at the University of Cal
ifornia at Berkeley, stated that the effect
of pesticides on man may be very seri
ous. He said that man accumulates 12
parts per million of DDT in his fatty
tissues before the body discharges it. He
said that this is enough to stimulate en
zyme production, which acts as a cata
lyst for bodily processes, such as diges
tion. Risebrough added that the death
of some birds has been traced to enzyme
induction by DDT, impairing their abil
ity to reproduce.

Dr. Charles F. Wurster, Jr., an organic
chemist at the State University of New
York, Stonybrook, testified on the range
of the pesticide residues through the
world.

Other witnesses have testifled that
DDT goes into the atmosphere along with
evaporating water, builds up to extremely
high levels in predator birds and animals,
and has caused new insect problems by
killing predators that once held those in
sects in check.

Dr. Joseph Hickey, a University of Wis
consin wildlife ecologist. said that DDT
has been linked to reproduction failures
of certain birds, inclUding the eagle, the
osprey. and the peregrine falcon. Dr.
Hickey and other researchers have traced
the presence of pesticide residues to a
decrease in weight and thickness of the
shells of eggs produced by these birds.

In related testimony, Lucille Stickel,
the pesticide research coordinator of the
Interior Department's Patuxent Wildlife
Research Center, stated that the pres
ence of small quantities of DDT and its
derivative DDE in the diets of mallard
ducks decreased eggshell thickness, in
creased egg breakage, and decreased
overall reproductive success.

Although the second half of the hear
ings, held last spring, was billed as the
time for the defense against the argu
ments of the environmentalists, the pes
ticide industry, which historically has
promoted more pesticide use and fought
new controls, made a weak defense.

Industry witnesses who were knowl
edgeable about the environmental im
pact of pesticides were few and far be
tween. Instead, defense witnesses relied
on shopworn repetitions of the past
triumphs of DDT and trotted out re
search from a decade ago which pur
ported to show that the health of pes
ticide workers was not impaired by con
stant exposure to the compOunds.

In fact, witnesses for the defense often
provided the environmentalists with val
uable evidence to suppOrt their conten
tions. For example, a Shell Development
Co. scientist confirmed the fact that DDT
does not remain in the soil, but has a
great deal of mobility and persistence
which enables it to infiltrate the at-
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mosphere, the waters, and the total en
vironment.

Another witness for the DDT defense,
a U.S. Department of Agriculture pesti
cide official, admitted that his agency
relies almost totally on industry claims
regarding health and environmental ef
fects.

An initial decision on the environ
mentalists' petition is expected before
the end of this year.

COHO SALMON SEIZED

Midway through the Wisconsin hear
ings, a new and dramatic confirmation
of pesticide dangers was announced to
Wisconsin and the Nation: The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration was seizing
28,150 pounds of frozen Lake Michigan
Coho salmon because it said high DDT
and dieldrin residues had made the fish
unfit for human consumption.

According to the FDA, the concentra
tion of DDT in the salmon was found to
be up to 19 parts per million, while the
accumulation of dieldrin was just short
of 0.3 of a part per million, both levels
considered hazardous by the FDA and
the World Health Organization.

The contamination of the Coho chal
lenges a basic foundation of the pesti
cide argument that has been sounded for
a quarter of a century-that pesticide use
is invariably an economic benefit, that is
to say, an "economic" poison.

One might ask the commercial fisher
man who sees the Coho salmon as a great
new opportunity in a lamprey-ravaged
Great Lakes fishery whether the current
pesticide approach is "economic." One
might also ask the same question of the
resort owner in northern Michigan who
saw his business skyrocket with the in
troduction of the salmon in Lake Michi
ganin 1965.

One might ask the economic benefit
question of the Michigan Department of
Natural Resources, which during the
1966 EDF suit attempted to warn of the
danger to the Coho, and which has in
vested millions of dollars to plant Coho
salmon fry in Lake Michigan only to see
nearly a million of the fry killed by the
pesticide contamination. And, finally, one
might ask the economic effects if the
national recreation resource of the
Great Lakes, enhanced by millions of
State and Federal tax dollars, is further
damaged by the pesticide peril to the
salmon and other lake resources, inclUd
ing the very quality of the water itself.

Ironically, the Lake Michigan Water
Pollution Conference in 1968 was warned
that the pesticide concentration in Lake
Michigan was at the crisis point. W. F.
Carbine, Great Lakes Regional Director
for the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,
stated:

Lake Michigan has the highest concen
tration of pesticides of any of the Great
Lakes, which now are only slightly below
levels that are known to be injurious to man
or aquatic life.... A continuation at high
levels or an upsurge in pesticIde application
in the Lake Michigan BasIn could increase
the pesticide concentration prevalling in the
open lake from the present non-lethal level
to a lethal value.

The evidence is already clear that for
the United States, the Lake Michigan
tragedy is only the beginning. On June 17
of this year, 52 cases of jack mackerel,
caught on the west coast, were confis-

cated in New York by the Food and Drug
Administration because of high DDT
levels. The mackerel appeared to be the
first ocean fish from American waters
to be declared unfit for human food be
cause of DDT.

In several central and northern New
York lakes, lake trout have either been
eliminated, or their reproduction seri
ously impaired, because of high pesti
cide levels. DDT concentrations in the
lake trout of up to 3,000 parts per mil
lion in the fatty tissues have already been
reported.

NATIONAL PESTICIDE SURVEY,

A 2-year national pesticide study re
cently completed by' the U.S. Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife found DDT
in 584 of 590 samples of fish taken from
45 rivers and lakes across the United
States.

The study results showed DDT rang
ing up to 45 parts per million in the
whole fish, a count more than nine times
higher than the current FDA guideline
level for DDT residues in fish.

Residues of DDT reached levels higher
than the FDA's temporary limit of five
parts per million in 12 of the rivers and
lakes, including the Hudson in New
York; the Delaware; the Cooper in South
Carolina; st. Lucie Canal and the Apa
lachicola in Florida; the Tombigbee in
Alabama; the Rio Grande in Texas; Lake
Ontario; Lake Michigan; the Arkansas
and the White in Arkansas; and the Sac
ramento in California.

Residues of dieldrin, a pesticide even
more toxic to humans than DDT, were
found in excess of the 0.3 parts per mil
lion FDA limit in 15 rivers and lakes in
cluding the Connecticut; the Hudson;
the Delaware; the Savannah in Georgia;
the Apalachicola; the Tombigbee; the
Rio Grande; Lake Ontario; Lake Huron;
the Illinois in Illinois; the Arkansas and
the White; the Red River in Minnesota;
the San Joaquin in California; and the
Rogue in Oregon. ~'

In summary, the comprehensive survey
found DDT in almost 100 percent of the
fish samples, dieldrin in 75 !Jercent,
heptachlor and/or heptachlor epoxiC:e in
32 percent, and chlordane in 22 percent.

Related research over the 4-year pe
riod, ending in 1968, has determined that
more than 1,640,000 fish were killed by
pesticide pollution in the Nation's waters,
the result of pesticide spills or runoff and
concentration in our waters. Millions of
more fish no doubt went unborn due to
reproductive failures caused by pesti
cides.

Laboratory research has proven that
pesticide levels in water, of even the low
parts per billion, can be toxic to 'adult
fish. Levels in low parts per trillion have
been found to affect reproduction.

Already, the pesticide levels in Lake
Michigan, the most pesticide-polluted of
the Great Lakes, are in the low parts per
trillion range.

And findings released just this month
by the U.S. Public Health Service re
ported the detection of pesticides in 76 of
79 samples of drinking water supplies
around the country. Although the PHS
report noted that so far the pesticide lev
els have not exceeded recommended per
missible limits, the health service was
concerned. The PHS said:

The high frequency of occurrence and our
lack of knOWledge of the long-term health
elIects of this class of compounds dictate the
need for increased surve111ance and research
as well as tor increased recognition of the
potential of this problem by state and local
health departments.

In summary, the already massive and
still accumulating evidence on pesticides
makes it clear that these toxic com
pounds have become one of the most seri
ous problems of our environment, and are
threatening even greater worldwide dam
age. Pesticides have concentrated to the
far ends of the earth; they are killing fish
and wildlife; they have inhibited fish
and wildlife reproduction; high pesticide
residues have pushed some fish-feeding
birds and other animals to the edge of
extinction, and now, there is increasing
concern and evidence about the threats
posed to man.

The problem of pesticides in the en
vironment is showing up most dramati
cally and seriously in our rivers and lakes,
Although the bulk of pesticide applica
tion is on land, the compounds, especially
hard pesticides like DDT and dieldrin,
are persisting long enough to be carried
by agricultural and urban runoff into
water bodies. There, as I have pointed
out, they enter and are concentrated
through the food chain of marine life
and fish-feeding birds.

There is little question that pesticides
are a grave pollution threat, one which
we have barely acknowledged, let alone
dealt with. And if we continue to delay
action to protect the environment and
man from these compounds, I am
gravely concerned for the probable con
sequences.

Fortunately, there is an excellent ve
hicle ~.lready available to us to deal with
the pollution aspects of the pesticide
problem-the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, and partiCUlarly the provi
sions added by the Water Quality Act of
1965.

PESTICIDE AMENDMENT

It is to this act which my amendment
to Senate bill 7 is directed. Most simply
stated, the amendment provides con
gressional direction to the Secretary of
the Interior to take certain steps to deal
with water pollution problems of pesti
cides under the authorities granted him
by the pollution control statute.

I ask unanimous consent that an
analysis of the amendment be printed
in the RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the analysis
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

ANALYSIS OF NELSON PESTICIDE POLLUTION

AMENDMENT

Under this two-part amendment, the Sec
retary of the Interior would utilize the au
thorities granted him by the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act to deal with water
pollution caused by pesticides.

Part One directs the Secretary to develop
and issue to the states within two years
water quality criteria for all pesticides. The
criteria would list safe pesticide levels in
water for pUbllc water supplies, propagation
of fish and wildlife, recreational purposes,
and other legitimate uses.

The criteria would be issued for the pur
pose of setting pesticide standards as part of
the interstate water quality standards al
ready adopted by the 50 states for other pol
lutants under Federal and state laws.

For the purpose of setting the standards,
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Section lOC of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act provides that... . . if the Secre
tary or the Governor of any State affected by
water quality standards ... desires a revi
sion in such standards, the Secretary
may ... prepare regulations setting forth
standards of water quality to be applicable
to interstate waters. . . :'

Under this procedure, the Secretary would
ask the states to revise their interstate water
quality standards to include pesticide limits.
If a state does not act, the Secretary is au
thorized to set the standards. Also, a state
may, on its own, request a revision of its
standards.

In addition to serving as a basis for these
interstate water quality standards, the pesti
cide criteria would also give the Secretary
a useful tool in ongoing and any future fed
erai-state pollution abatement conferences
where pesticide pOl1ution might be occurring.

As is the case with present water quality
standards, responsibility for enforcing the
pesticide standards would rest primarily with
the states under an implementation plan
adopted by each state as part of the
standards.

In the setting and implementing of the
standards, Federal law provides that consid
eration must be given to their practicability
and physical and economic feasibility.

Means of implementing the standards
could include: state administrative or legis
lative action to restrict the use of a pesti
cide pollutant statewide or in the affected
watershed; Interstate action; integrated pest
control; use of less persistent pesticides; de
velopment of agents to decompose pesticides;
and biodegradability and toxicity standards
on the pesticides themselves.

Part Two of the amendment directs the
Secretary of the Interior, in consultation with
appropriate Federal agencies and other con
cerned parties, to conduct a stUdy on meth
ods of controlllng the release of pesticides
into our nation's lakes and rivers and the
environment. The study will Include ex
amination of the persistence of pesticides in
the water and alternatives thereto. Within
two years, the Secretary wlll submit a report
on this study to Congress, together with his
recommendations for any necessary legis
lation.

This stUdy wlll assist the Secretary in per
fecting existing means of dealing with pesti
cide pollution and in determining new ones.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, part 1 of
the amendment requires the Secretary
to develop within 2 years water qUltlity
criteria for all pesticides. The criteria
would set forth the effects of various
pesticide levels in water on fish and wild
life, man and the environment. Because
they would outline maximum safe levels,
they would represent the essential basis
for action to deal with the pesticide pol
lution problem.

Under his existing authorities, the
Secretary has already developed criteria
for a wide range of pollutants, from mu
nicipal sewage to industrial waste, and
these are serving as the basis for the
interstate water quality standards which
have been set by all 50 States as the key
to the national pollution cleanup effort.
Criteria have been developed for some
pesticides, but they are general and in
complete, and technical personnel have
advised that 2 years is a reasonable time
to allow development of comprehensive
pesticide criteria.

STATE STANDARDS INADEQUATE

After a review of the water quality
standards already adopted by the States
under the Federal act, it is very clear
that pesticides are dealt with only in the

most general way in the standards, and
it is dOUbtful that this approach will lead
to effective control.

For instance, only three States
Alaska, California, and South Dakota
have set specific numerical limits for
pesticides in their water quality stand
ards. Two other States-Idaho and Vir
ginia-specifically mention pesticides in
toxicity sections of their standards.
OtherWise, the State standards deal with
pesticides only as they would be covered
in general narrative statements on tox
icity or by public water supply or aquatic
life criteria.

I requested the Federal Water Pollu
tion Control Administration to do a
State-bY-State summary of pesticide
provisions in the water quality stand
ards, and I ask unanimous consent that
it be printed in the RECORD at the end
of this statement.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CRANSTON in the chair). Without objec
tion, it is so ordered.

(See exhibit 1.)

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, based on
the preliminary criteria already devel
oped by the Interior Department, the
comprehensive pesticide guidelines re
quired by this amendment would no
doubt indicate what level of a specific
pesticide in w~ter is hazardous to a spe
cific species of fish. In addition, safe
levels for pesticides would no doubt be
determined for other water uses, includ
ing those of drinking, swimming, and
boating.

The comprehensive pesticide criteria
would be issued by the Secretary to the
States for the purpose of setting pesti
cide standards as part of the interstate
water quality standards already adopted
by the States under Federal and State
laws.

For the purpose of setting the stand
ards, section 10(c) of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act provides:

If the Secretfl.ry or the Governor of any
State affected by water quallty stand
ards . . . desires a revision of such stand
ards, the Secretary may ... prepare regula
tions setting forth standards of water quality
to be appllcable to intp,rstate waters....

Under this procedure, the Secretary
would ask the States to revise their in
terstate water quality standards to in
clude pesticide limits. If a State does not
act, the Secretary Is authorized to set the
standards. Also, a State may on its own
request a revision of its standards. The
Federal law provides that consideration
must be given in the standard setting to
practicability and physical and economic
feasibility.

In addition to serving as a basis for
interstate water quality ~tandards, the
pesticide criteria would also give the
Secretary a useful tool in ongoing and
any future Federal-State pollution
abatement conferences where pesticide
pollution might be occurring.

The step-by-step procedure that would
be followed under the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act for standard set
ting and implementation follows:

First. The Secretary, after consulta
tion with interested, concerned parties,
would prepare and publish regulations
setting forth water quality standards for

pesticides, based on the criteria he had
developed.

Second. The States would then adopt
pesticide standards for their interstate
waters, subject to the review and ap
proval by the Secretary as meeting his
comprehensive criteria. The States could
adopt more stringent standards than
provided by the criteria. If the States did
not adopt pesticide standards and did
not petition the Secretary for a public
hearing on the question, the Secretary is
authorized to promulgate the standards.

Third. Respon,sibility for enforcing the
standards would rest primarily with the
States, under an enforcement plan
adopted as part of the standards. Imple
mentation of the present water quality
standards for other pollutants generally
means the issuance by the States of or
ders to polluters to take remedial steps.
If the orders are not followed, State
court action could follow. Issuance of
pollution cleanup orders must be pre
ceded by further public hearings.

It is unlikely that action to implement
pesticide standards under the water pol
lution control law would be by court
action against pesticide users.

This is true principally because, un
like municipal sewage which is dis
charged from one point, pesticides usu
ally enter the water in a generalized
fashion from a wide range of sources.
For instance, DDT may be coming to a
river from 100 farms, or 15 towns, in one
watershed.

IMPLEMENTATION OF STANDARDS

Fortunately, there are more equitable
and efflcient means available to imple
ment and enforce pesticide standards,
approaches which would be carried out
by cooperative efforts between users, pol
lution control and other pesticide regu
latory agencies, and pesticide manufac
turers:

First, State administrative or legisla
t.ive action to restrict or prohibit the use
of a pesticide pollutant statewide or in
the affected watershed. As pointed out
earlier, a number of states, and cities
and towns are already taking this ap
proach.

Second, interstate action, through
compacts, or the Federal-State pollution
control conference provided in Federal
law, to restrict or prohibit the use of cer
tain pesticides. For instance, a commit
tee to the Federal-State conference on
Lake Michigan made specific recommen
dations for pesticide limits and other in
terstate or uniform state actions.

Third, increased use of less persistent
pesticides as SUbstitutes for compounds
such as dieldrin and DDT which remain
in a toxic state for years. This would be
coupled with more efflcient means of
pesticide application. The feasibility of
this approach is demonstrated by the fact
that for Virtually all crops, the U.S. De
partment of Agriculture lists more than
one pesticide as being able to control
harmful pests; I ask unanimous consent
that a list of readily degradable pesti
cides prepared by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture be printed in the RECORD
at this point.

There being no objection, the list was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
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Common name (or
trade name')

READIL Y DEG RADABLE IXSECTICIDES (INCLUDING MITICIDES)

Chemical name (or source) Type 01 compound

Abate' a,O-dlmethyl phosphorothloat<' O,O-<liester with 4,4'-thlodiphenoL. • Organophosphorus.
Aldicarb . 2-methyl-2-(methylthlo) propionaldehyde O-(methylcarbamoyl)oximc . Carbamate.
Allethrin Z-allyl-l-hydroxy-3-methyl-2-cyc!opentell-I-ouc ester of Z,2-dill1ethyl-3-(Z-methylpropenyl)cyc!opropauecar· Pyrethroid_

hoxylic acid.
AZinphoscthyL a,O-diethyl phosphorodithioate 8-ester with 3-(mercaptomethyl)-I,2,3-beu1.Otriazin-4(31I)-one Organophosphorus.
AzinphosmethyL __ • a,O-dlmethyl phosphorodithioate S-estcr with 3-tmercaptomethyl)-I,2,3-benzotriazin-4(311)-one . ______________ Do.
Azodrin' 3-hydroxy-!\;-methyi-ds-erotonumide dimethyl phosphate_ ____ __ _________ __ __ _ __ __ Do.
Barthrill 6-chloropipcronyl 2.2-dimethyl-3-(2-mcthylpropen)-I)cyclopropanc-curboxylate__ • . Pyrcthroid.
Baygon'. o-lsopropoxypheuyl methyleurbumute . . • Carhamate.
Bidrin' 3-dydroxy-N,N-dimethylerotonamide dimethyl phosphate __ . . ... . Organophosphorus.
Binapacr;rL 2-"tc-butyl-4.6-dinitropheny13-meth~...1<~-butellout.c ..: . _+ _ •• • • • • __ • __ Aromatic ester.
Bux' • m·(l·methylbutyl)phenyl methylcarbamate and m-tl-ethylpropyl)-phenyl methylcarbamate (3:1 mllture)-. Carbamate.
CarbaryL I·naphthylmethylearbamate __ •• . ._ ••• ._____________ Do.
Carboluran_ •• 2,3-dihydro-2,2-dlmethyl-7-benzoluTanyl methylearbamate • •••• .••. ___ _ Do.
Carl>ol'henothiOIl S-[[(p-chlorophenyl)thiojmethyl] O,O-diethyl phosphorodithioate • •• __ ••••_. __ Organophosphorus.
Ciodrin' alpha-methylbeuzyl3-hydroxycrotonate dimethyl phosphate_ ___ __ __ _ __ __ ______ __ __ __ __ __ __ Do.
Coumaphos O,O-dlt·thyl O-(:I-chloro-4-melhyl-2-<lxo-ZI1-1-1lPnzopynm·7-yl) phosphorothioate __ •• __ . • Do.
Dasanit' O.O-didhyl O-(IJ-(methylsuitinyl) phenyl] l'hosl'horothloate .__ Do.
Demetou •• • O,O-diethyl S(a'HI O)-[2-(cthylthio)ethylj phosphorothioat'\5 (mixture)_ •• ___ __ __ Do.
DinzinOlL . : O,O-dlethyl O-(2-isopropyl-6-melhyl-4-pyrimidinyl) phosphorothioale ____________ ___ __ ___ ________ __ __ _____ ____ __ Do_
Dichlorvos 2,2-dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate Organophospborus.
Dimothoate O,O-dimethyll'hosphorodithioale 8-oster with 2-mercapto-N-methylacctamlde__ __ __ __ __ -Do.
Dimolhrin 2,4-dimothy"1lJcnzyl 2,Z-dimelbyl-3-(2-methylpropenyl) =eyc!opropanecarhoxylate Pyrethrold.
Dimetilau • 1-(dimethylcarbamoyl)-5-mcthyl-3-pyrazo!yl dimethylearbamato Carbamate.
Diolalhlou S,S'-p-dioxane-2,3-diyl 0,0,0' ,O'-tetraethyl pll0sphorodithioate diphenylamlne • Organophosphorus.
Dlphenylamlne DlphenylamintL " Aromatic amine.
Disulfoton O,O-diethyl S-[2-(ethylthio)elhyl] phosphorodilhioate Organopbosphorus.

B~fu~:r:.-_:::::::::::::::::::: g~i~~lt~~~\.~,~~:i\~-I;~f~\;~~~;~~;~)~Ji\1?iJ'1;~s~h-oro_I!~i~_~t_e::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g~:-
EPN • O-ethyl O-I',nitrophrnyl Ilhellylphosphonothioatl'-- • •• ._._.____ Do.
Ethlou S,S'-mehtylenc O,O,O'.O'-tetraethyl phosphorodithioate_ Do.
FomlCtanate m-[[ (dimcthylamino)Inethylene] amino] phenyl ml'lhylcarhamate ._. •• • __ Carbamate.
Galeeron' • N'-(4-ehloro-o-tolylH\',N-<limcthyl!ormamidine •• Aromatic amldlne.
Gardona' 2-ehloro-I-(Z,4,5-lrichlol'Ophenyl)vinyl dimetlmyl phosphate •• Organophosphorus.
Imldan+ O,O-dlmethyl phosphorodithioate 8-ester with N-(mercaptomethyl)-phthallmlde .__________ Do_
Landrin' 2,3,[,.trlrnethylphcnyl methylcarbamate and 3,4,5-trimcthylphenyl methylcarhamate (milture)----------------- Carbamate.
MalathiolL. , diethyl mercapl.osuccinate S-ester with O,O-dimethyl phosphorodithloatc Organophosphorus.
Matacll' • 4-(dhncthylamino)-m-tolyl methylcarbamate • Carbamate.
MethomyL . S-methyl N-[(methylcarbamoyl)oxy]thioacetimidate ,________ ___ Do.
Methyl parathion a,O-dlmeth)l O-p-nltrophenyl phosphorothioat,, , Organophosphorus.
Methyl Trithion' S-[[(p-chlorophenyl)thlo]methyl] O,O-dltncthyl phosphorodlthloatc_ __ __ __ ___ Do.
Mevinphos Illethyl3-mydl'Oxycrotonate dimethyl phosphate (alpha-Isomer)__ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ _____ __ Do_
Mobam' b"nzo[lJjthlcn-4-yl mcthylcarbamal" . . Carbamate_

~~~'if;l:;'-::::::::::::::::::::::8:s~~r;~:ti;~1igh~~~II~~~~~rJ~7t\~i~)~;i~~~_te:::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Org~~g:hosPhOrus.
Naled 1,2-dlhromo-2,~-diehlorethyldimethyl phosphate , ____ __ ____ __ ____ __ __ _ ___ __ Do.
Neo-pynamin' , 2,2·dimethyl-3-(2-mctltylpropenyl) eyclopropanecarhoxyJic aeld ester with N-(hydroxymethyl)-I-cyc!ohelcue-I,2- Pyrcthrold.

dlcarboximide.
Nicotine (principal active ingredient Irom Nicoliana lallacum)------ . Natural product.
Parathion O,O-dlethyl O-p-nitroph"nyl phosphorothioate Organophosphorus.
Phomte O,O-dlethyl S-I(ethylthio)rnethylj phosphorodithioate____ __ __ __ __ __ Do.
Phosphamldon dimethyl phosphate ester with 2-chloro-N,N-diethyl-3-hydrolycrotonamide .• Do.
Pyrethrills (active insccticidal constituents 01 Cltrusanlhemum cinerariaefolium)----------------------- Natural product_
Rotenone__ • (prlnelpal actlve Ingredient of derris and cube) Do.
Ruelene' 4-lerl·hutyl-2-ehloropnenyl methyl methylphosphoramldate Organophospnorus.
Ryania. _. • (powdered stemwood 01 Ryania .peci""a) • Natural product.
Sabadllla • (alkaloid mllture isolated from seeds of Schoellocaulon officinale).-- .________ Do.
SBP-1382 (Penick)---.--- (5-henzyl-3-luryl) methyl 2, 2-dimethyl-3-(2-methylpropenyl) =cyclopropaneearbolylale. pyrethroid_
Schradan oetamethylpyrophosphoramlde ._. • • • Organophosphorus_
Sumlthiou' • 0, O-dimethyl 0-4-nil.ro-m-tolyl phosphorothloate • • .__________ __ Do.
Trichlorfon_____ __ _ dimethyl (2, 2, 2-trlchloro-l-hydrolyethyl) phosphonate • • .___ ___ __ Do.

READILY DEGRADED, INACTIVATED, AND RELATIVELY NONPERSISTENT HERBICIDES t

"
Commou name

Activity
code Chemical name Type of compound

Acrolein _
Amitrolc _
AMS • _
Atrazine _
Benefin. . _
BromaciL _
Ametryne •• _. _
Amiben • _
Atratone • _
Barban • • __
CDAA _
CDEC ••• _
Chloroluron _
Chlorpropham _
2,4-D • _
Dalapon _
2,4-DB _
2,4-DEP _. _
Dlcamba _
DichlobenlL -_
Dichlorprop --
Diphenamid _
Diqnat. _
EPTC , _
Fenuron _
Fenuron TCA _
IoxyuIL _
LlnUTon _
MCPA _
MonUTon • _
Norea.. . .. _
Paraquat. • _
Prometone _
Prometryne _
Propham _
Pyrazon__ • • _
Sesone_ . _

Footnotes a.t end of ta.ble.

1 Acroleln Acrylaldehyde.
I 3-aminQ-s-triazole . . __ Trfazole.
1 AmIllonium snllamate . .. Ammonium salt.
2 2-chlor0-4(cthylamino)-6-0sopropyJamlno)-s-trlazlne ••-triazine.
2 N-butyl-N-ethyl-alpha,alpha,alplw,-trlfllloro-2,6-dinltrQ-p- toluldine Aromatic amine.
3 5-broJno-3-sec-butyl-6-methyluraeiL ••• _. Uracil.
2 2-(ethylamino)-4-(isopropylamlno)-6-(methylthlo)-.-trlazine • .-triazine.
1 3-amIIl0-2,5-diehlorobenwie acld • • • Benzoic acid.
2 2-(ethylamino)-4-(isopropylamino)-6-metholy-.-trlazlne••• • ,-triazine.
I 4-ehloro-2-bnlynyl m-chlorocarballilate •• _._. Carbamatc.
I N,N-dlallyl-2-ehloroaectamlde • .• • Allphatic amide.
I 2-chloroallyl dicthyldithiocarbamatc Carbamate.

3-(p-(p-ehlorophenoxy)phenylj-I,l-di-ethylurea--_-.-- Urea.
Isopropyl m-chlorocarbanilate • • Carbamate_
(2,4-dichlorophcnoxy) acetic aeld • •• • • Phenoxy add.
2,2-dichloroproplonlc acld • . Aliphatic acid.
4-(2,4-diehlorophenoxy) lJUtyric acid • • Phenolyacid.
trlsI2-(Z,4-dichlorophenoxy)ethylj phosphite Phenoxy salt; organophosphorus.

2 3,5-dichloro-o-anisic acid __ .. ._. . .. _._ . . . __ Benzoic acid.
3 2,6-dichlorob.enwnltrile Aromatic nitrlle.

~ :;.-P'~-dd.ichltohrolp~~u-d0Xyl)proplonl.icacdid- -- ----- -- - -- - ----- -- ----- ---------- ------------ ----- ~heiJk'0xly aclidd._ H,"- Ime y -~,~ lplenylace amI e ,.,ra -yam e.
1 6,7-dihydrodipyridoll,2-a:Z',I'-c]pyrazlnedilum salt • Heterocyclic quaternary salt.
1 S-eth)'1 dipropylthiocarbamate Carbamate.
2 1,1-dimeth)'l-3-phenylurea . . ._ .• " .. _. Urea.
2 l,l-dimethyl-3-phenylurea lllonotrichloroacetate___ __ __ _ _ __ Do.
I 4-hydroxy-3,5-dliodobeuzonitrile Aromatic nitrile.
2 3-(3,4·dichlorophenyl)-I-methoxy-I-methylurea Urea.
I [(4-ehloro-o-tolyl)oxy]acetlc acld • PhenolY acid.
2 3-(p-ehlorophcnyl)-I,I-dimcthylurea--- Urea.
2 3-(hexahydro-4,7-methanolndall-5-yl)-I,I-dimethylurea .__________ Do.
I 1,I'-dlmethyl-4,4'-blpyridlnium saIL • • HeterocycUc quaternary salt_
2 2,4-bis(isopropylamlno)-6-methoxy-,-trlazine . .-trlazlne.
2 2,4-his(lsopl'Opylamino)-6-(methyIthio)-s-triazlne- ____ __________ __ __ _____ ______ _ Do.
I isopropyl carbanilatc . Carbamate.
I 5-amlno-4-ehloro-2-phenyl-3(2H)-pyrldazlnone Pyrldazlno.
1 2-(2,4-dichloroplJenoxy)ethyl sodium sulfate • Phenoxy salt.
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READILY DEGRADED, INACTIVATED, AND RELATIVELY NONPERSISTENT HERBICIDES I-Continued

Common name
Actiyity

code Chemical name Type 01 compound

Sinletone . . .. _
SimctQrne .-.-- ----- ---_ •. - ._.
2,4,5-T--.- .. -. .. _._._ .. _._ .. __
TCA_.. _._ .. _._. ._ .. . .
TritluraUn_- .. __ _._
~[elobromuron _. . . __
~IoUnate __ . __ . _. . _. ._ _.' __
MS:VIA_. _. •. _
:--'aptalanL.. . _. _ _._ .. _..
Neburon __ .... _" __ ,_" _. _. __ .. ._
NitralilL. ~ _
Nltrolell. _. _. .. _. _.' _••.. _.• __
PCI' ._ •. __ •. __ • . •
I'ebulate . ._. _
Propaclilor. ... _.... _.. _. _
PropaniL _. . .. _. __ ._ ._.

~i~r~:6~-~I_l~~=:==:~::~====:=: =: ==::= =: =Silvex. .... __ . __ ._. .... _
Simazinc. _. .0 • _

Swep_. __ . _. ' ._._. ._ .. _
'fClL __ . ._._. . ._._._
Terbad!.. ... . . __ ._
TriaUate_. ._. _
Trietazillf'___ __ ._. . _
2,4·D--- .. __ . . ._ . ...
2,4-DII.- _ . . ' . _.. _. __ . __
2,4-DEB _. _. ._ .. . .
2,4,5-TES- _. __ ._._ .. _.. __ ._. . __
Vc.rnolatc . . _
llromoxyniL _. __ . __ . _. _.. __ . __ . _ _
llutylate_ .. ._ _ _
C DEA __ . __ . _. .. __ . __ __ .
Chlorazlne.• _. _.. _. _.. _..
Cycloate_ .. . __ . __ _.. __ .. _
Cycluron_ _. _. _ _.. __ .. _
DCPA.__ .• _ __ __ ._._.
Diallato__ . _ _.. _. ' .
DinosBTfi. . _. _
Dinoseb._. _. __ .. _.•
Dluron...• _. __ ._~. __ . _. _.•.•... __ .. _
DNOG. ... _. __ ... _. ._ ..•.•
DS~fA ._. . . .
EndothaIL __ ._. _ ._
Erbon_... . _ _ .
Fenac _
Fluometuron._. ._. _. . __ .
ilCA._ .. ... _. _ _
Ipazlne... . .. __ . __ . __ __ .
IsoeIL_. . . __ . _... _. _. __ . _.. __
KOGN._ ._. _•. __ .. _
MCP B __ •. __ . . • .•.........•
MCPES. . .. .. __ .
Metharn ._. __ ... ._._. . __

'2 2.4-bis(cth~·lamino)-6-nlethoxS-s-triazine--_- ~ • ~ ~ . . 8-triazlne~

2 2,4-bis(eth}'larnino)-6-(nlethylthio)-s-triazine . _. . ___ _____ Do.
I (2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy)acetic aeid._. _.•._._ .. . .. .... . __ . _" __ . _. Phenoxy acid.
~ Tlichloroacetic acid ... ... __ . .. _' " . _. ••. _. _. .. _ . Aliphatic acid.

a.a,a-trifluoro·2,6-dinltro·N,X-diprop)·I-p·toluidine.• __ ._. _. __ ._ __ ._ _. _.. Aromatic amine.
2 3-(p·bromophenyl)·I·methoxy-l-methylurea. _. ' _. ._. . . _. __ . Lrea.
I S·ethyl hexahydro·lll-azepine·l·carbothioale.• . __ ._. . __ ..... __ .... __ ._. __ . __ .. Carbothioate.
2 MonosodiulU lueLhancarsonate R • __ • _. ~ OrgnHoarsenlcnl.
I N·I·naphthylphthalarnic acid .. __ . .. .. __ .. __ . . ... . .. _. .. Phthalic acid.
I l·butyl·3-(3,4-ciichlorophenyI)-I·rnethylurea.. __ . __ . _. ......•• __ . _ _.. _ _. Vrea.
2 4·(methylsullonyl)-2,6-dlnitro-N,N-dipropylanlline.•.. __ •.. _.. ... _. __ ._. _.. __ ., .. Aromatic amine.
I 2,4-dlchlorophenyl p·nltrophenyl ether•• _•... . .. _. . '_" _._ .. ._ _. __ Diphenyl ether.
I PentachlorophenoL_ __ •••••••. __ ' ,_, .• _._ .. _.. _.•.• '_' _...••....... __ . • __ _ Phenol.
I S·propyl bntylethylthlocarbamate_. .. . .. __ . .. __ . _.. __ . _. _ Carbamate.
I '2-chloro-N·isopropylacetanillde__ ... _. _.,. _....• _. .•..._..• _•.. _..•. _..•. __ Anilide.
I 3'4'·dit'hloropropionanilide_._ .. _.._.. _._ __ ._ __ .. ._ .. _._ .• _._ __ ._. _. Do.
§ 2:C.~~loro-4,fJ.b!s(isoprop:l~mjnoJ.s.triazine. __ ..• _. _......•....... _._ .•.. _ . .. __ s',tri?zlne.

1 (. lIlcthyicyclohexyl) 3 pheny luren_. ...• _. .. _.. _. __ \_ rO<l.
1 2·(2,4,5·triehlorophenoxy)propionic acld_ •...•.• __ .. _ _.. _... _. __ • _. _. _ __ .. . __ Phenoxy acid.
2 2·chloro_4,fJ·bis(ethylamino)·s·trlazine_ •• _.. _.. . __ . _. __ .. " __ . ... _. s-triazine.
I Methyl 3,4-dlchlorocarbanllate--.-. ... " .. _. . __ . _.. _. . __ . __ " _. .. _. Carbamate.

~ I;~;:~tO~t):~~~11r~i~-O:lii~iIiYl;;r;'-Cii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: tN,f~ll.t1cacid.
1 S·(2,3,3-trichloroallyI) diisopropylthlocarbamate_.. ' ._ . ... _.. . _. _. . __ .. _ Caramale.
2 2-chloro-4-{dicthylamino)-fi-(ethylamino)-s-triuzine- . . . _.. .. a-triazine.
I (2,4-diehlorophenoxy)acetlc acid .. _. __ .. ..•.. __ . ..... •..• _. . _. _. Phenoxy acid.
1 4·(2.4-dichlorophcnoxy)butyrlc acid . ._. .. . ' __ '_' __ '_' __ .... ._ __ Do.
1 2·(2,4-,lichlorophenoxy)ethyl benzoate . __ ' . . . __ . ___ _ Do.
1 sodium 2·(2,4,5·trichlorophcnoxy)ethyl sulfate. . _' .' __ . _. __ . . PI,enoxy odd, saIl.
I S·propyl dipropylthiocarbamate.. . _.. . __ ._. . __ . . .. _. . _. Carbamllte.
I 3,,5·dibromo_4·hydroxybnczonilrlle . __ ..... ........• ......•... _ .. __ . Aromatic nitrile.
1 S·ethyl diisobutyllhiocnrbamate...•• _.. _._._. . . . _' . __ . __ ... . Carbamate.
I 2·chloro·N,N-diethylaeetamide _' . __ . __ .. _. ._. ._ . Aliphatic amicie.
2 2-chloro-4,6-bis(dlethylamillo)-s-triazine_. _ . . __ . __ . _ .. _ _._ .. __ . s-triazlne.
IS-ethyl N-ethylthiocyclohexanecarbamllte . .• _._. __ ......• __ __ .•.. __ __ . . Carbamate.
2 3-cyclooclyl·I,I·dimethylurea _....•.••• __ .....•. _.. __ __ .. _...•.•. _ _.. _ Urea.
I Dimethyl tetrachioroterephthaillte._ _._ .. .. _. __ ._ .....•.. __ . __ ._ •... _.. _ __ . Phthollc acid.
1 i'H2,:J·dichloroallyl) dlisopropylthlocarhamale. .. _.• __ . _.. _. .•. __ .. __ ..•.. _. __ __ Carbamate.
I 2-(I.methylbutyl).4,f>-dinitrophen!jl ....•.......•.• __ ._ _._ .. _.•.•. __ _. _....• Nilrophenol.
I 2-sec·butyl·4,6·dinitrophenoL_. _.• _ __ . _. .. _..••• _. __ _.. __ .. __ Do.
2 3·(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-l,l·dimethylurca-.--- _. .. _ .. _....•••__ _" __ " _.... __ Urca.

~ 1)'ts~~i~:~-~~~t~~~eai-So;i-"-te_-_'~~~~~ _-_~~~~~~~~~~:~ ~~~:~:~~: ~: ~ ~:~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~:~~~-~_': ~~~ i;')~~~r,!~~~~~icaI.
1 7-oxabicycle (2.2.1) heptane·2, 3-dlcarboxyllc acld .._•... . .. _._ .. . Phthollc acid.
I 2'(2, 4, 5·triclorophenoxy)ethyl 2, 2·dichloroproplonate. . _ _._ . _. . .. _. Phenoxyacid.
3 (2,3, 6-trichlorophenyl) acctic acld. ..... _.. _... _.. _.. . _. . . _.. Do.
2 1, I-dilllethyl~3-(a, a, u.,-trfftuoro-m-tolyl) urea~ . . __ . ._._~~ Urea.
I 1, I, 1,3,3, 3-hexachloro-2-propanomc . . _. .. . _. Hcxuehlorollcctune.i 2-chlor0-4-(diethylanrino)-6-(1sopropylamino)-8-trazine -.-- ------ -.-. - .-- -- ---.- - ---- -- - a-trIazine.

5·brom0-3·isopropyl-6-methylu!'aciL .. .. ._ •. _._. .... _.. _. . _. Uracil.
I Pol.asslum cyanate ._. .. . .. __ . __ •. _. __ . ._. _.. __ . . __ . __ Cyanate.
1 4'1(4,chloro.o-tol YI)Oxy jbutyrlc llcid... _. .. . . __ .•. _... . __ . . . __ . Phenoxy acid.
I 2·[(4-chloro-o·tolyl)oxy ethyl sodium sullate. . ..•.. .. __ • . . _.. __ ___ Do.
I Sodium methyldithiocurbnmate ~ __ . . . Carbamate.

I HerbIcides whose degradation, Inactivation, and persistent characterlslics are such
thut their use, In aecordance with treatments registered lor selective control 01 weeds
on cropland, pose no significant problem with respect to registered tolerances for herb
icide residues or crop production In following scasons. This list is not all inclusive,
particularly with respect to new materials. The herhicides listed are code,} as to their
dcgrmlabillty, persistence, and Inactivation in soiL The logond for the code numbers
Is us lollows:

1. Compounds normally degraded or Inactivated, and usually do::not persist
more tban 12 months.

2. Compounds that may persist lor more than 12 months, but are normally
degraded or inactivated in less than 24 months.

3. Compounds that may persist for more than 24 months, but;are normally
degraded or Inactivated, lind usually do not persist lor more than 4S!months.

Common namo (or trade
name·)

READILY DEGRADED, REI,ATIVELY NONPERSISTENT FUNGICIDES

Chemical name Type of compound

Captan •• __ N-[(trlchlorolllethyl)thio]_4""yclollexene·I,2-dlcarboxlmlde. _•.• .• _•. ._ .•_•. ...•• __ ..... _" _. _....•...• Chlorothlocarboxlmlde.
Cllioranll._. . _._._._ _. 2,3,5,fJ·tetrachloro,p·benzoquinone. _. _. __ ..•......... ., __ .. __ ••• _. __ .... __ . ...• _. . _.... .... Chlorinated quinone.
Chloroneb __ •• _. __ .' __ . 1,4·dichloro-2,5-dhnethoxybcnzeno-.-- _.. __ •. . _.. _" __ . __ _.• .....• . . _. __ . . . Chlorinated aromatic ether.
Daconil2787' ' _ _. _. 2,4,5,6-tetrachloroisophUl8lonltrile---- .. _" ••. __ ." _•• _. _•. ... __ ._. _..•.• .. . __ . __ Chlorinated aromatic nitrile.
DCNA. _.•..... __ __ .• _. __ . 2,6-dichloro-4-nitroaniline_._ .. __ ._ _. __ . ..•. _. _.. _' .• _•... _.. _..•. _. __ ._ ..• _•. __ .... __ . . _. Chlorlnutod unlline.
Dichlone . __ _. _ 2,3-dlchloro-l,4·napthoquinone. _•. _ . . . __ . _.. __ . . _. __ .• .. .. __ ._. __ . __ . _... __ .. ' Chlorinated quinone.
Dllolatlln' __ ••. __ __ . _ __ cis-N-[(l,I,2,2-tk'trachloroethyl)tllio]+Cyelohexene·l,2-dlcarboximide .• _.. _. __ ...•. .. _. _. _. _.' __ . _. _. __ . __ .' Chlorothlocarboxlmide.
dinocap__ ._ _._ .. __ _ 2·(l·methylheptylj-4,fJ-dlnltrophenyl crotonate._ .• __ .._._. __ •........ __ .. _ __ .. _.. _.. _.. Dlnitrophenyl ester.

IT~~~e;~ ~~::::::: :::::::: :::: P.~1~M~:.:;!~~~I~~~t,;'~tIin~).8:t~i;\~-ine·.·_-_-.-:_-_·_·.· -.- _-.._....._-_....-~_. -_._...~_•.-..._.-_-_-.-_-.-~._ ~~~.._._-~~ _- ~~.'~~_-_- _- -..~.' ~ ~ _- ..~ 81,~.;:I~~f;J~~i:z~~~t:
ethoxy-quin_._ _._._ .. _.. _. 6-ethoxy·l,2-dihydro·2,2,4-trimethylquIIl0Iine- _ _. •..... _.. _. __ .. __ .. __ _.......•.• _. _. _ Etlloxyqulnoline.
lerbam ._. . _" ..• __• Ferric dhncthyldithiocarbamate_.__ . __ . _. _' . _. .. _' .... . . . _""'_ ..•.. .. " .. .. _ Ferric thiocllrbamate.
lolpet __ .. _. •.• _.. _. _.... __ N·[(trlehloromcthyl)thio]phthalimlde. .. __ .. _.. _. _. _._. __ . _.. _. . _ .. __ . __ .. __ . _. . __ . _. . __ . __ Chlorothlocarboximide.
G Iyodln_ .._•.•.• __ .. " _.• _. . 2-lwpladecyl·2·imidazoline acetate.._.• __ ' _.. __ .••• •...•.•• _._._ ......• _•. _. _. __ Alkyl imidazoline salt.
Lanstan' .. . __ . _.. __ .. l·chloro-2-nit.ropropane._ ~ ' .. . .. __ .. .. ..... . .... _.•_. .. _. .. . _. _. Chloronltroalkane.
Lime sulfur ._ •.•. _. __ .•... __ ._ 30% calcium polysuillde and various small amounts of calelum thiosulfate plus water and Iree sul!ur .. Caldnm polysulfides.
Maneh_. . __ .. __ __ Manganese et hylenebis [dithlocarbamate). __ . _. __ .. __ . __ ' __ . __ . ..•.. _. __ __ . . . Manganese thlocarhamate.
:lIorestan*.. ... __ 6-methyl·2,3·qulnoxlllinedithiol cyclic S,S·dithiocarbonllte__ _ _. . ..... __ . __ . __ . Thloqninoxaline.
Nabam_ .. _. . _. Disodium ethylene!>is Idlthiocarbamate] .... __ ... . . _._. . ._ .. _" SodtulIl thiocarbllmate.
Niadde' __ . __ .. _._ Mixtun' of manganese dimethyldithioearbamate and 2·benzothlazolethioL .. . __ . __ __ . . :llanganes", thiocarbamate.
Plpron'__ ..... _. _... __ 3-(2-mcthylpiporidinol prop!'1 3,4-diclllorobenzoate.•.. _" _. __ ....._..•. .. __ . _. __ ... . _. _ . '_ Chlorinat,'d piperldyl

benzoate.

~-;;l~;;:~!~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ~:;N;;~!~n~I:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::: :::: ::::::::: ~1~~~~f~1~~1!1:~o,
Thio'lulnox .. .. __ 2,3-qulnoxalinodithiol cyclic tritllioearhonale _. _.....•... _•. _.. _....•.••.• ....• _ _. _. _._ •........ Thioqnlnoxaline.

~~f~~\;a::::::::::::::::::::: ~~,(ti':l~;,lil,:~!~~~~~?~~~d::.~~.~~~~.-_' .- .' .' .- __.- ..__.._~..~~- .~-...-_ ._-...-_-.-.:~'.:: -. '.:'.::::'.::~ ~7,\~~f~~~.:da~~~0IC acid.
Zineb.•. . __ . ._ .. __ ... Zinc ethylenehis [dithiocarbamale] . _. _. _.. _.• _.. ... __ . __ .. _... __ . . ._ .. . . _' .. __ .. Zinc thlocarbamale.
Ziram_. _. .....• _.••. _"" Zinc dlmethyldithiocarbamate•• __ ... . ._ .....•• _. .•..•.• . __ •. • __ .. _. __ . ... __ .• . _... Do.
~Iertect·_ 2·(4·thlazolyl) benzimidazole _.•.• _ _ __ . __ . __ _. _ _....• __ . .. _. _" __ •... .. _. Thiabendazole.
Poly-ram'. •.•. _. _._ Mixture 01 5.2 parts by weight of ammoniate ol[ethylenebis (dlthiocarbamat{»] zinc with 1 part by weight ethyl· Dlthlocarbamate.

enebis Idlthloearbamie acid] bImolecular and trimolecular eyclle anhydrosuilldes and disulfides.
Streptomycin•••.• ._ .•. _' _. 2, 4-diguanldlno-3, 5, 6-trlhydroxycyc!ohelyl 5-deoxy·2-0·(2-dcoxy·2-methyla.'lIino-a-gincopyranosyl)-3-lomlyl Antibiotic (produced by

pentofuranoside. .51replo11lvctl oriseu.).
Vitavax'•••_......_. •••••• 2, 3-dlhydro·5-carboxanilid0-6-methyl·I, 4-<lxathlin•••••.. _.....•••._... _._ ....... _. •••.•.......•.•••••• . __ I, 4-<lxathiin deriYatlve.
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Common name (or trade
Dame*)

READILY DEGRADABLE, RELATIVELY NONPERSISTENT NEMATICIDES

Chemical Dame (or source) Type of compound

1~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~r~~~~;I~~r:~~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~-:~-~]-~-~-~~_]~-]:~-:-~)))):~]]j~:I"
Aldicarb 2-rnethyl-2-(metbylthio) propionaldehyde O-(methylcarbamoyl) oxime_ __ __ __ _ Do.
MethornyL_ ___ ___ __ __ __ S-rnethyl N-(rnethylcarbamoyl)ox}-) thioacetimidate_ ___ __ __ _ ___ ___ ___ __ ____ ____________ __ ___ Do.
Metharn-sodium Sodium N-methyldithiocarbamate • •. ._ _ Do.
Parathion • • . O,O-diethyl O-p-nitropbenyl phosphorothioate_ • .• Organophorus.

~l:c~p~~:::::::::::::::::::::: (i~m~ll J1~1~d~~;,g~;:epliosPh(ir(;ditiiioate::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: B~:
Dasanit* O,O-diethyl O-p-(methylsulfinyl)phenyl phosphorothioate .___ Do.
Bay 68138_. . . __ EthyI4-(methylthio)-m-toyl isopropylphoramidate . . _. __ _.. . . _. __ ._._._ ... _. .____ _ Do.
Thlona1.itL.__ . _. . . O,O-diethyl 0-2-pyra1.inyl phosphorothloate ._. __ . . . _ . __ .. . __ ._ _____ ____ ___ Do.
Diazlnon . __ . __ O,O-diethyl O-(2-isopropyl-4-methyl-6-pyrimi(linyl) phosphorothioate__ . __ . .' __ . . . Do.
Carbofuran . 2.3-dihydro-2,2-dimethyl-7-ben1.Ofuranyl methyl-earbamate . _ ____ ____ __ Do.
\T-G 13 Nemacide* __ • . __ O-(2,4-diehloropheuyl) O,O·diethyl phosphorothioate • __ .. . .... .__ Do.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, fourth, is
the increased use of systems of integrated
pest control, combining biological and
chemical controls, and additionally, de
veloping pest-resistant crop strains. This
approach is showing increased success as
an effective economic means of pest con
trol:

Fifth, further development of agents
which cause the persistent pesticides to
decompose n;Iore rapidly in the soil and
water after they have been applied to a
crop and accomplished their task; and,

Sixth, the development of standards
on the biodegradability and toxicity of
pesticide components.

COMPREHENSIVE STUDY

Part 2 of the amendment directs the
Secretary of the Interior, in consultation
with appropriate Federal agencies, and
other concerned parties, to conduct a
study on methods of controlling the re
lease of pesticides in our Nation's lakes
and rivers and the environment. The
stUdY will include examination of the
persistency of pesticides in the water and
alternatives thereto. Within the 2 years,
the Secretary will submit a report on
this stUdY to Congress together with his
recommendations for any necessary leg
islation.

This study should assist the Secretary
in perfecting existing means of dealing
with pesticide pollution and in determin
ing new ones, to assure equitable and
enforceable standards.

There is abundant evidence to show
that the six approaches-State action,
interstate action, integrated pest control,
use of less persistent pesticides, develop
ment of agents to decompose pesticides,
and biodegradability and toxicity stand
ards-will prove effective in the nation
wide program of pesticide water quality
Cliteria and standards which this amend
ment would establish.

For instance, a report published this
month by the American Chemical So
ciety described in detail a number of
means by which the massive pesticide
contamination can be minimized. I be
lieve it would be helpful to outline some
of the information provided by this and
other reports which we have studied.

First, since pesticides have been billed
as a panacea for controlling all pests,
heavy application has become a national
habit, whether it is needed or not. For
example, cotton is often sprayed with
toxic, persistent pesticides every 5, 7, or
10 days.

BETTER PESTICIDE USE

Yet, with effective use of our improved
knowledge of the life cycle and behavior
of both the crop and the pest, pesticide
application could be cut down to only
that period of the time when a pest is in
fact endangering a crop.

In addition, acceptance of the valid
idea that 100-percent pest control need
not be achieved would further cut pesti
cide use. Often, damage to crop produc
tion could be prevented with just a 75
percent control of the pests.

Another valid application method
which would further cut pesticide use,
expense, and pollution, is treating only
the areas that are heavily infested with
pests. As an example, mountain water
in North Carolina was found to contain
more than 0.3 part per billion of DDT
when an entire oak-hickory forest was
treated for a tree disease. Later, when
only the region of the forest affected by
the disease was treated, it was impossible
to find any trace of DDT in the waters.
And the disease was still controlled.

If improved application equipment
were used, there would be another sig
nificant reduction in pesticide use.

A Mississippi study "n' the aerial ap
plication of the persistent pesticide
heptachlor showed that only 17 percent
of the compound was applied at the
proper rate on the crop. The remainder
either missed the crop, was applied at a
rate much lower than necessary, or was
applied at a rate much higher than nec
essary. In another study, only 10 to 20
percent of a pesticide dust reached the
plant. with the remainder missing its
target entirely.

Concentrated efforts to eradicate
whole pests populations also offer great
promise. For example, if just three pests,
the boll weevil, the boll worm, and the
codling moth, were eradicated, it would
be possible to reduce the amount of in
secticides applied each year in the United
States by some 40 percent.

BIOLOGICAL CONTROL

Insect sterilization has become one of
the most effective ways to eliminate a
total insect population. This was the
technique that was used to eradicate the
screw-worm fly from the Southeast
United States. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture raised millions of screw
worm flies weekly, with radioactive cobalt
used to make the flies reproductively
sterile.

Massive numbers of sterilized flies were
air dropped regularly over thousands of
square miles infested by native screw
worm flies. The sterile flies mated with
the native females, and the resulting eggs
failed to hatch. Repeated releases of
sterile flies reduced screw-worm num
bers, until the pests finally disappeared.

Presently, the AgriCUlture Department
is maintaining a barrier zone along the
United States-Mexico border to keep out
new screwworms through continuously
releasing sterile flies along that area.

The American Chemical Society says
that the ideal pesticide shOUld be as ef
fective as .possible against one or several
pests and as safe as possible to all other
forms of life, including beneficial insects
and predators, fish and other wildlife,
domestic animals, and man. As one of its
main recommendations in its recent re
port, the Society urged:

Persistent pesticides should only be used
In minimal amounts and under conditions
where they have been shown not to cause
widespread contamination of the environ
ment. Where possible, highly persistent ma
terials should be replaced by rapidly degrad
able materials.

The feasibility of this approach is dem
onstrated by the fact that, as pointed out
earlier, for virtually all crops, there are
several pesticides, some very persistent
and some not, which can effectively con
trol harmful pests.

In several parts of the country, the cost
of pesticide use has increased so dras
tically, that other systems of pest control
with little or no reliance on chemical
formulations have been adopted with
great success.

INTEGRATED PEST CONTROL

Among these approaches is integrated
pest control, which can be best defined
as an insect population management sys
tem that depends primarily on the use of
beneficial predator insects with limited
reliance on the use of selective chemicals.

Presently there are successful inte
grated pest control programs in opera
tion on the following crops: cotton, citrus
fruits, apples and pears, tomatoes, pota
toes, avocados, olives, grapes, corn, egg
plant, lettuce, strawberries and others.

This means of pest control is based on
the principles of applied ecology. In
order for success to be achieved, the fields
must be placed under periodic surveil
lance to determine when and where spe
cific pest infestations occur. When a
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problem is discovered, predators, para
sites, or disease organisms specifically
related to that pest are released to bring
the pests back into a favorable balance.
Very limited amounts of pesticide may
be used, but only when absolutely neces
sary, and only on the infested area of
the crop.

While many farmers and other pesti
cide users resist giving up chemical
means of pest control because they feel
that other alternatives may be more
costly, the opposite has been proven true
with regard to integrated pest control.

LOWER COST

Prof. Robert VandenBosch of the Col- '
lege of Agricultural Sciences, University
of California at Berkeley, cites this ex
ample: The cost of pest control using
chemical pesticides for 4,000 acres of
cotton in California was $185,000. When
integrated pest control replaced the use
of chemical pesticides, the cost dropped
to $20,000 a year. The statistics for
spotted alfalfa in California are very
similar, where in 1957, the cost of pest
control with chemical pesticides was at
least $12 million. Today, after the intro
duction of integrated pest control, the
cost has been reduced to only $3 million,
with little or no pest problems remain
ing.

A recent edition of the Western Fruit
Grower cites additional cases of the suc
cessful and economical application of in
tegrated pest control in place of the use
of Chemical pesticides. One expert in bio
logical control has enabled a producer of
Valencia oranges to reduce the cost of
pest control from $200 per acre, using
chemical control, to only $60 an acre
with integrated pest control. Another
orange grower has been able to reduce
his cost per acre for pest control to just
$35 per acre, using integrated pest con
trol, and has had higher yields than ever
in the history of the grove.

Another pest control approach show
ing major promise is the use of hormones.
The principle is to give an insect its own
hormone at the wrong stage of its life, so
that it upsets the bug's growth proc
esses and causes it to destroy itself.

Finally, the search is now underway
for a catalyst which would cause DDT to
self-destruct after it had accomplished
its insect control tasks. If successful, this
would be a major breakthrough in deal
ing with the tendency of hard pesticides
to persist in the environment long after
they are needed. Secretary of the Inte
rior Walter Hickel recently announced
the award of a contract to test this ap
proach.

America and the world cannot afford
to wait much longer to decide that hurl
ing the crude weapon of hard pesticides
against the fabric of life, the apt de
scription by Rachel Carson, is not the
answer to our pest control problems.

Our approach must be much more
sophisticated than that, and as r have
outlined above, there is an abundance of
alternatives. And there is no reason why
the job cannot be dDne more effectively
and far more economically than the pres
ent massive, indiscriminate pesticide
use. The savings would accrue to the
farmer and all other pesticides users, to
our environment, and most importantly.
to future generations of life on earth.

r believe the pesticide amendment to
S. 7 is a major step in the right direction.
Criteria would be developed, standards
would be set and implemented, and the
means to meet these standards brought
into use.

r urge the Senate's adoption of the
amendment, and r am heartened and
deeply appreciative of the cosp.onsorship
of this proposal by 31 Senators, includ
ing the chairman of the Senate Public
Works Committee, Senator RANDOLPH,
and the chairman of the Subcommittee
on Air and Water Pollution, Senator
MUSKIE, who is the author of S. 7.

This board support is without ques
tion a confirmation of the growing in
sistence .of Congress that the quality of
the American environment and the
quality of life for all Americans be given
the protection that is so urgently needed.

EXHIBIT 1
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CON
TROL ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., August 25,1969.
Hon. GAYLORD NELSON,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR NELSON: In accordance with
Mr. John Heritage's recent request by tele
phone to Mr. Bern Wright of our Water Qual
ity Standards Branch, a review has been
made of the St~es' water quallty standards
requirements on pesticides and the following
information and enclosed summaries are
being provided for your use.

Most of the State standards contain one or
more requirements by which limits on spe
cific toxic substances may be Imposed on a
case-by-case basis. These controls are found
in the standards in the form of a general
narrative statement on toxicity, or they may
be included in the publlc water supply or
aquatic life use criteria. Three of the States
have specific numerical llmits for pesticides
and at least two others specifically mention
pesticides In their toxicity standards.

SPECIFIC NUMERICAL STANDARDS ON
PESTICIDES

Alaska
Standards of the State of Alaska contain a

pesticide Umlt of 0.001 of the 96-hour LCGO'
(96-hour LCo• means the lethal concentra
tion of a substance that will result In a 50%
kill of the test organism In a 96-hour period.)

California
Tidal Waters Inland from the Golden Gate

within the San Francisco Bay Region-No
individual pesticide or combination of pesti
cides shall reach concentrations found to be
deleterious to fish or wlldllfe at any place.

Goose Lake-The total chlorinated hydro
carbon pesticide content shall not exceed 0.10
micrograms per Uter as determined by the
summation of the individual concentrations,
and the individual pesticide content shall
not reach those levels found to be detrimen
tal to aquatic life and wildllfe.

Idaho
Toxic or Other Deleterious Substances

(pesticides, phenolics and related organic
and Inorganic materials)-Toxic chemicals
of other than natural origin in concentra
tions found to be of public health signifi
cance or adversely affect the uses Indicated.
Guides such as the Water Quality Criteria
publlshed by the State of Callfornla Water
QuaUty Control Board, Second Edition, 1963,
wlll be used in evaluating the tolerances of
the various toxic chemicals for the uSe
indicated.

South Dakota
Pesticides, herbicides and related com

pounds shali be treated as toxic materials
and taste and odor producing chemicals and

controlied under the provisions of Chapter
II, Section II, Subsection 2 and 4.

Chapter II, Section II, Subsection 2
Toxic Materials. No materials shall be dis
charged to any surface water or watercourse
in the State which produce concentrations
of .chemicals toxic to humans, animals or
the most sensitive stage or form of aquatic
Ufe greater than 0.1 times the acute (96
hour) median lethal dose for short residual
compounds or 0.01 times the acute median
lethal dose for accumulative substances or
substances exhibiting a residual Ufe exceed
ing 30 days In the receiving waters.

Chapter II, Section II, Subsection 4
Taste and Odor Producing Chemicals. No
materials shall be discharged which will re
sult in concentrations in the receiving water
sufficient to impart objectionable tastes and
odors to edible aquatic life.

Virginia
Salt water (shellfish)-Area is not to be

so contaminated with radionucUdes, pesti
cides, herbicides or fecal material, that con
sumption of the shellfish might be hazard
ous.

PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY CRITERIA
Several States have Included the PubUc

Health Service (PHS) Drinking Water
Standards as requirements for estabUshing
the quaUty of water to be maintained as an
acceptable source of pubUc water supply.
These standards estabUsh a limit of 0.2 mg!1
for Carbon Chloroform Extract (CCE). This
Is intended to be a general safety control for
the detection of "111 defined" chemicals
which could include pesticides. The CCE
control is not intended for replacement of
specific limits on pesticides and other toxic
SUbstances.

Those States which expressly include the
PHS requirements for waters designated for
pUblic water supply use are as follows: Ala
bama, Alaska, California, Connecticut, Geor
gia, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana,
Nebraska, North Carolina, Rhode Island, Ver
mont, West Virginia, Wyoming.

AQUATIC LIFE-TOXICITY STANDARDS
All of the States standards provide for the

protection of aquatic life from toxic sub
stances. AppendiX A is a summary of these
requirements as they relate to aquatic Ufe.

A copy of the "Report of the Committee on
Water QuaUty Criteria-Federal Water Pollu
tion Control Administration" is also enclosed
for your reference use. Pages 56, 58, 59 of this
report provide discussions on "Toxic Sub
stances" and "Bioassay" which may be help
ful to you in Interpreting the standards on
toxic substaJlces. You will also find on pages
62-65, 82-83, 116, 118, 131, 137, 156 of this
report information on pesticides. Each of
the State water pollution control agencies
have been provided a copy of this report and
it is being Widely used by the States as a gUide
In the updating of their water quality
standards.

If you have any further questions con
cerning specific requirements In the stand
ards, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,
DAVID D. DOMINICK,

C.ommissioner.

ApPENDIX A-TOXICITY STANDARDS For
Surface Waters Used For FISH PROPAGA
TION AND WILDLIFE
(Toxic substances-Maximum allowable

(mg/1) )
Alabama: Only amounts not injurious to

fish and aquatic life, Including shrimp and
crabs, or the propagation thereof. 1/10 of 48
hour TLm or other approved limits.

Alaska: Less than acute or chronic problem
levels as revealed by bioassay. None which
causes tainting of fiesh of edible specles.b
Pesticides: 0.001 of 96-hour LC50b •

Arizona: Biocide concentrations shall be

Footnotes at end of article.



kept below levels which are deleterious to
human, animal, plant, or aquatic life, or in
amounts which interfere with this use.

Arkansas: Shall not be present in quan
tities toxic to human. animal, plant. or aqua
tic lile or which interfere with the normal
propagation of aquatic life. 1/10 of 48-hour
TLm.

Calilornia: At all times less than the con
centrations toxic or harmful to wild or do
mestic animals or to aquatic life.

Colorado: Free from biocides, toxic. or
other deleterious wastes in concentrations
or combinations sufficient to be harmful to
aquatiC life.

Connecticut: Free from chemical constit
uents in concentrations or combinations
which would be harmful to human, animal,
or aquatic life. Bioassays shall be performed
as needed.

Delaware: None in concentrations harm
ful (synergistically or otherwise) to humans,
fish, wildlife, and aquatic life.

District of Columbia: None from waste
sources in concentrations or combinations
which are harmful to human. animal, plant,
or aquatic life or which interfere with this
use.

Florida: Free from waste substances toxic
or harmful to human, animal. or aquatic
life. F: 10.0 Cu-{).5. Zn-1.0, C1""-0.05, PIrO.05,
Fe-{).3, As-o.05. Cn: none detectable.

Georgia: None In concentrations that
would harm man, fish and game, or other
beneficial aquatic life.

Territory of Guam: Free from waste ma
terials that will be toxic or irritating to hu
mans. animals. plants, or aquatic life.

Hawaii: Free from biocides, toxic, or other
deleterious substances in concentrations
harmful to human, animal, or marine life,
or which cause unpleasant taste in seafood.

IdahO: No toxic chemicals of other than
natural origin. in concentrations of public
health significance or Which adversely affect
this use..

Illinois: 1/10 of 48-hour TL . As-1.0, Ba
5.0. Cd-o.05, Cr"-O.05, Cr:L 1.00,"'Cu-0.04. Cn
0.025. Pb-o.1. Ag-{).05. An-1.00.

Indiana: 1/10 of 96-hour TLm from con
tinuous-flow bioassays where the dilution
water and toxicant are continuously renewed.
or other factors when justified and approved.

Iowa: NH.-N-2.0. As-1.0, Ba-5.0, Cd-o.05,
Cr"-O.05. Cr....1.00. Cu-{).02. cn-{).025. PIrO.10.
Zn-1.0. Maximum of 5.0 for entire heavy
metal group.

Kansas: Pollutional substances will be
maintained below maximum permissible con
centrations which would be detrimental for
recreational requirements.

Kentucky: 1/10 of 48-hour TLm • Free from
waste SUbstances in concentrations or com
binations which are toxic or harmfUl to hu
man, animal. plant. or aquatic life.

Louisiana: 1/10 of 48-hour TLm • None
present in quantities that alone or in com
bination will be toxic to animal or plant life.

MJaine: No chemical constituents from
waste sources, which are harmful to humans.
animal, or aquatic life, or which adversely
alfect this use.

Maryland: Free from toxic wastes which
interfere with this use or which are harmfUl
to human, animal. plant. or aquatic life.

Massachusetts: None at levels harmful
to human, animal. or aquatic life. or which
make the waters unsuitable for fish or their
propagation. or impair their palatablllty.

Michigan: 1/10 of 96-hour TLm. from con
tinuous fiow bioassays.

Minnesota: Cr-tr. Cu-tr. Cn-tr, NH3 (N)
trb1 • Cr-1.0, Cu-0.2, Cn-0.02, NH,(N) -1.0<.
Cr-l.O, Cu-0.2. Cn-0.02. NH3 (N) -2.0d • None
directly or indirectly harmful.·

Mississippi: 1/10 of 48-hour TLm.
Missouri: None which have harmfUl effect

on human or animallile.
Montana: 1/10 of 96-hour TLm for short

residual materials and 1/100 of 96-hour TLm
for pesticides.

Nebraska: None in combinations or con-

centrations which render the water unsafe
or unsuitable for this use.

Nevada: None present in concentrations.
from other than natural origin, which are
deleterious to animal, plant, or aquatic life,
or which exceed the 1962 'PHS "Drinking
Water Standards."

New Hampshire: None in toxic concentra
tions or combinations. Free from chemicals
and conditions Inimical to fish life or the
maintenance thereof.

New Jersey: None which would alfect hu
mans or be detrimental to the natural aquatic
biota.

New Mexico: 1/10 of 48-hour TLm. Shall
not change the ecolDgy to an extent detri
mental to existing forms of life nor be toxic
to humans, plants. fish, or animals.

New York: None alone or in combination
with other substances Dr wastes in sufficient
amounts to be injurious to fish life· or im
pair the waters for this use.

North Carolina: 1/10 of 48-hour TLm.
Shall not change the ecology to an extent
detrimental to existing forms of life nor be
toxic to humans, plants. fish. animals.

North Dakota: No waste materials, either
in concentrations or combinations. which re
sult in the waters being toxic or harmful
to human, animal, or aquatic life.

Ohio: 1/10 of 48-hour TLm. Free from
waste substances in concentrations or com
binations which are toxic or harmful to hu
man. animal, or aquatic life.

Oklahoma: 1/10 of 48-hour TLm. Shall not
be present in such quantities as to cause the
waters to be toxic to human, animal. plant.
or aquatic life.

Oregon: No conditions deleterious to fish
or other aquatic life or which affect the
palatability of fish.

Pennsylvania: NDne in amounts sufficient
to be inimical or harmful to this use.

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico: None alone
or in combination with other substances or
wastes in amounts injurious to edible fish
or their culture, taste, or propagation.

Rhode Island: Bioassays shall be per
formed as required by the appropriate agen
cies. None which would be harmful to hu
man. animal, or aquatic life.

South Carolina: Free from waste materials
Which are toxic or harmfUl to human, ani
mal, plant. or aquatic life, or which inter
fere directly or indirectly with this use.

South Dakota: 1/10 of 96-hour TLm for
short residual compounds. 1..'100 of 96-hour
TLm for substances of residUal life exceeding
30 days. Cn-{)2'l1ottg 0.05b

Tennessee: There shall be no substances
added that w111 produce toxic conditions that
alfect fish or aquatic life.

Texas: Shall not exhibit acute or chronic
toxicity to human. animal. or aquatic life to
such an extent as to interfere with this use.

Utab: No waste materials in concentrations
or combinations Which are toxic or which
produce undesirable physiological responses
in humans. fish, and other animal lile. and
plants.

Vermont: Bioassays shall be performed in
cluding assessment of taste and odor. Free
from chemical constituents harmfUl to hu
man. animal, or aquatic life.

Virginia: Free from toxic Bubstances at
tributable to waste, in concentrations or
combinations which interfere directly or in
directly With this use.

Virgin Islands of the United States: Free
from waste substances in conce-u-ations or
combinations which are toxic or harmfUl to
human, animal, or aquatic life.

Washington: Below concentrations which
may cause acute or chronIc toxic conditions
to the aquatic bIota.

West Virginia: No concentrations of ma
terials poisonous to man animal or fish
llf

,.
e.
Wisconsin: None present in amounts which

by bioassay or other tests indicate acute or
chronic levels harmful to animal, plant, or
aquatic Ufe.

Wyoming: .I."ree from toxic substances of

other than natural origin In concentrations
or combinations which are toxic to human,
animal, or aquatic Ufe.

FOOTNOTES

b Standard reserved from approval by
FWPCA.

bl Applies to propagation and maintenance
of warm and coldwater sport or commercial
fishes.

b3 Standards apply only to coastal waters.
<Applies to prDpagation and maintenance

of sport or commercial fishes.
• Applies to propagation and maintenance

of fish species common to the area waters.
., Fish life propagatlon-coldwater per

manent.
oApplies to use by wildlife.
01 Fish life propagation-coldwater mar

ginal.
r Fish life propagation-warmwater per

manent.
• Fish life propagatlon-warmwater semi

permanent.
.. Fish life propagation-warmwater mar

ginal.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. NELSON. I yield to the Senator
from West Virginia.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
Senator from Wisconsin has often ap
peared before the Committee on Public
Works and its subcommittees in refer
ence to the matters of cleansing the air
and purifying the water. I will not men
tion the long list of affirmative actions
he has initiated in the Senate. I am not
sure how many cosponsors on the
amendment, but I do know there is a
considerable list. I am delighted I could
join him in the amendment.

In joining with him we recognize his
leadership in this field. I think his ex
planation this afternoon of the presence
of pesticides and the danger that can be
wrought by this type pollution is a real
one. I express my thanks for his con
structive efforts.

Mr. NELSON. I thank the distin
guished chairman of the Committee on
Public Works for his gracious remarks. I
might add. however, the reason I ap
peared before the Committee on Public
Works, of which the Senator from West
Virginia is chairman, is that that com
mittee has been doing such extensive
work in the field of enhancing the quality
of air and water in this country. They
have made it possible for conservationists
and Members of Congress to appear in
connection with legislation of this nature
to which his committee has devoted so
much time.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I rise in
sUPpOrt of the amendment (No. 132) in
troduced by the Senator from Wisconsin
(Mr. NELSON) to S. 7.

I have already stated the many reasons
that I support the Water Quality Im
pr~>vementAct of 1969, and I appreciate
thIS opportunity to direct specific re
marks to the amendment now prOpOsed
by my distinguished colieague from
Wisconsin.

Under the proposed amendment, the
secretary of the Interior is directed to
take certain steps that would guarantee
water quality criteria for all pesticides.
The criteria would be based on the effects
of various pesticide levels on fish and
wildlife. as well as man and his environ
ment. The criteria would outline maxi
mum safe levels for the presence of pesti
cides in water, and these would represent
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the essential basis for State or Federal
action to deal with the pesticide pollution
problem.

It is clear that persistent pesticides are
so polluting our rivers, lakes, streams,
and oceans that fish can and have been
killed; that fish reproduction can and
has been inhibited; that high pesticide
residues in water have affected birds and
other animals; and, that now, even man
is threatened.

Specifically, the amendment would
permit the Secretary of the Interior, af
ter consultation with all interested and
concerned parties, to prepare and publish
regulations setting forth water quality
standards for pesticides that will clearly
not have a deleterious effect on fish or
man. Responsibility for enforcing the
standards would rest primarily with the
States. Standards could be implemented
by issuing orders to polluters to take re
medial measures.

A particularly significant aspect of this
amendment is that it permits the estab
lishment of a system for tabulating,
monitoring, and recording precisely what
pesticide residues should be permitted.

As chairman of the Senate Subcom
mittee on Migratory Labor, I have be
come particularly aware of the need to
establish similar procedures insofar as
farmworkers may be affected by pesticide
use.

There is mounting evidence concern
ing the harmful effects of pesticides on
our Nation's migrant and seasonal farm
workers. Experts from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare con
cede that perhaps as many as 800 farm
workers are killed and 80,000 injured by
pesticides each year. We know that the
agricultural industry experiences one of
the highest occupational disease rates in
the United States. Just last week we
learned that a substantial proportion of
farmworkers experience symptoms of
chemical poisoning which include der
matitis, rashes, eye irritation, nausea,
vomiting, fatigue, excess sweating, head
aches, double vision, dizziness, skin irri
tations, difficulty in breathing, loss of
fingernails, nervousness, insomnia, bleed
ing noses, and diarrhea.

It is clear from our hearings that
proper safeguards and protections for
farmworkers do not exist in the use of
pesticides. In fact, under present State
and Federal regulations, information
about how, when, and where chemicals
are used is seldom available to the farm
worker or to the public.

The hearing record is painfully lack
ing in any firm evidence that the pesti
cides to which farmworkers are daily ex
posed in fact have no deleterious short
or long-range effects on their health and
well-being, Further, it was shocking to
learn of the pitifully inadequate funding
of programs devoted to research on occu
pational hazards to farmworkers; and
to discover that programs aimed at pro
tecting the farmworkers are neither ade
quately funded nor enforced.

We do know, however, from recent ac
counts in medical and scientific journals,
that the wrong kinds of chemicals, in
the wrong amounts, and in the wrong
places are sometimes used with inade
quate regard of the health and safety of
their workers. Furthermore, we know
that recent scientific investigations have

produced evidence that DDT causes can
cer in animals and provides very strong
indications that DDT may produce can
cer in man.

Mr. President, I support this amend
ment, because it establishes a mecha
nism for the Secretary of the Interior to
determine maximum safe levels of pesti
cides in water that would represent the
essential basis for action to deal with
the pesticide pollution problem in water.
Additionally, enactment of this amend
ment may serve as a workable model for
necessary legislation to protect farm
workers through establishment of a
meaningfUl system for monitoring pesti
cide effects on man.

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, the
amendment offered by the Senator from
Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) is a construc
tive addition to the legislation which is
pending before the Senate. I have dis
cussed this proposal with the Senator
from Wisconsin and agree with the need
to provide the Secretary of the Interior
with a specific directive to formulate cri
teria which indicate the effects of pesti
cides on the water environment.

There is a growing national concern
regarding the use of pesticides. Con
servationists, scientists, medical experts,
and ecologists 6tre speaking out against
indiscriminate use of pesticides while
other scientists, health officials, and agri
cultural experts oppose actions to limit
their availability and use.

Existing information is sufficient to
suggest that we have not exercised due
care in either the amount or type of
pesticides we use. Inadequate attention
has been paid to developing less toxic
more degradable pesticides and thus, to
day, we are confronted with the poten
tial of banning entirely the use of some
materials which have been extremely
helpful in expanding the Nation's pro
ductivity and protecting the Nation's
health.

I am not prepared, at this time, to
suggest that all pesticides, herbicides,
fungicides, a!ld insecticides should be
banned or even that some of them should
be banned. I support senator NELSON'S
amendment because we need to know a
great deal more about the health and
welfare effects of these pollutants and
because existing scientific information
needs to be assembled and evaluated.

The criteria to be published by the
Secretary should provide useful assist
ance to the States in determining the
extent to which the use of pesticides and
water quality requirements are in con
fiict.

In some States it may be necessary to
establish limitations on the availability
of certain types of pesticides and, in
other cases, it may be necessary to limit
use of specific pesticides in certain
watersheds. Whatever course is taken in
controlling use of persistent pesticides,
care should be taken to assure that pub
lice health responsibilities such as ma
laria control are not hindered.

Enforcement procedures must consider
the differences between point source
control available to municipal and in
dustrial wastes as opposed to the general
diffusion of the pollutant in this case.
The inability to effectively control this
type of pollutant after application sug
gests the need to consider legislation

which will establish uniform standards
on the biogradability and toxicity of
pesticides to assure environmental pro
tection prior to the indiscriminate intro
duction of pesticides into the environ
ment.

The Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
NELSON) has indicated an intent to in
troduce such legislation in the near fu
ture. I will cosponsor his proposal and
the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pol~
lution will hold hearings early next year.

I would like to ask the distinguished
Senator this question. First of all I
share the Senator's concern about the
growing dilemma of pesticide pollution.
In many ways I think it is perhaps the
most serious in its potential impact
upon the environment, upon wildlife, and
upon human life itself. It is the most
persistent and most difficult to come to
grips with once pesticides are released
in the environment. In that sense, it is
like air pollution. Once discharged, it can
not be controlled; so, as in the case of
pesticides at the dispersal point.

Since the problem of control is, for
that reason, somewhat different from
that of other air pollutants, the enforce
ment problem is different in the same
way. So we have to come to grips with
that problem.

The amendment offered by the distin
guished Senator from Wisconsin is a
major advance, I think, toward restor
ing and preserving the quality of our
waters that are now threatened by
pesticides.

In addition to leading to specific stand
ards for safe concentrations of pesticides
in interstate rivers and lakes, I believe
that the amendment serves an equally
important purpose of establishing a
comprehensive program for research in
the Department of the Interior, to study
the problems of persistent pesticides and
alternatives that can eliminate this con
tamination of our environment.

That is the point which, I think, is at
the heart of ::esistance to the control of
pesticides.

I ask the Senator from Wisconsin
whether he believes that the standards
that would be developed as a result of
his amendment can be met without hin
dering efforts to control insects, weeds,
fungus, and other pests that can cause
damage to farmers and can pose a po
tential hazard to human health.

Mr. NELSON. I do not think there is
any question about that. No Member of
Congress is more familiar with the Wa~
ter Pollution Control Act than the Sena
tor from Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) who con
ducted the hearings, drafted the bill, and
engineered its passage in the Senate.

As the Senator knows, under section
10(c) the Secretary can establish crite
ria, but he must consider the practica
bility and the economic feasibility of any
standards that are proposed to be used.
He must take these factors into con
sideration.

I make one other point. The Depart
ment of Agriculture prescribes an alter
native pesticide for every chlorinated
hydrocarbon, so far as I can ascertain,
that is listed for use on virtually every
crop in this country. In other words.
there is another, more readilY degra.d1ng
pesticide that is readilY available. As I
review the application rates recom-
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mended by the Department and the cur
rent prices of pesticides, the cost of hard
pesticides compared with readily degrad
able pesticides is roughly the same.

I believe that the Senator knows
Michigan and Arizona have alreadY
banned the use of DDT. My own State of
Wisconsin is moving to drastically im
prove the controls on it and has created
a board to determine if it is necessary
to use certain pesticides. There is inte
grated pest control which has been
initiated successfully in California in
which they do not indiscriminately spray
the crop. They use whatever biological
methods they can, including certain or
ganisms which prey on insects. But
whatever method they use, biological or
chemical, it is limited to the area where
the pest is.

In my earlier remarks, I outlined those
programs and the cost per acre, which is
dramatically less for a program of inte
grated pest control. Unfortunately, so
many people just hire an airplane and
go out and spray indiscriminately all
over the place.

So in answer to the Senator, I believe
that many practical, alternative means
are available right now. But again I say,
the Secretary must consider the practica
bility and the economic feasibility for
any standards. So that is the protection
against arbitrariness on anything he may
propose.

Mr. MUSKIE. That is the value of the
Senator's amendment. It increases the
pressure to recognize the availability of
other means of controlling pests than
with hard pesticides. If we do not con
centrate on that and enlarge the pos
sibilities in this respect, we will be wast
ing, perhaps, the last chance we will
have to avoid the massive dispersal of
hard pesticides into the environment.

I am delighted to cosponsor the
amendment. I compliment the Senator
on becoming, in my judgment, the most
knowledgeable expert in the Senate on
this problem.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, inciden
tally, I might say to the Senate, that my
staff and the staff of the Senator from
Maine will get together and develop a
legislative proposal establishing stand
ards for the components of pesticides,
taking into consideration their per
sistence, degradability, and toxicity. This
is the next step that must follow so that
we can determine if pesticides, like deter
gents, should be subject to certain stand
ards in order to protect the environment.

Mr. MUSKIE. I thank the Senator.
Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, as a

cosponsor of amendment No. 132, I
congratulate the junior Senator from
Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) for his tireless
efforts to call attention to the environ
mental danger stemming from the wide
spread and often indiscriminate use of
persistent pesticides.

Toxic residues of these chemical com
pounds are showing up in our air and
water, and, through the multiplying ef
fect of the food chain, in human beings
as well.

The effect of these poisons on fish and
wildlife are well known. Our animal re
sources can be killed outright, as the
Coho salmon were, or face gradual de-

struction, if not extinction, as are the
brown pelican and the bald eagle.

The effect of pesticide residues on man
are not yet fully known. Presently there
is no evidence that the increasing
amounts of pesticides in fact harm hu
man beings. Yet common sense tells us
that absorbing poisonous chemicals is
not healthy.

The long-term health impact on man
of persistent pesticides may well be most
damaging.

Mr. President, in late July I introduced
wide ranging pesticide protection legis
lation. The bill, S. 2747, directs the Sec
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to make a complete study of the use and
effects of pesticides. It transfers the pes
ticide regulatory functions from the De
partment of Agriculture to the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare.
It removes the exemption from registra
tion and labeling of those pesticides in
tended solely for export. Finally, the bill
places a 4-year moratorium on four of
the more persistent and powerful pesti
cides.

It is perhaps the most comprehensive
legislation on pesticides yet introduced
in the Senate. But it is unlikely to go any
where and now will serve only as a point
of discussion.

Yet what is required now is not just
talk but action as well. Senator NELSON'S
amendment is the first step toward pro
tecting our environment from toxic pes
ticides. I fully support his amendment
and again congratulate the Senator for
alerting us to the threat.

Mr. HART. Mr. President, I am very
pleased to cosponsor Senator NELSON'S
amendment to S. 7 which would require
the Secretary of the Interior to develop
water quality criteria for pesticides.
These criteria woul.d then be used by the
States as a basis for the adoption of
standards to effectively control pesticide
pollution of our lakes and rivers.

As with most of our I/llean water ef
forts, the need to develop standards
which will help to reduce the quantity
of persistent pesticides entering our water
is long overdue. For many years scientists
have been warning that the large-scale
and indiscriminate introduction of these
chemicals into our environment may be
doing serious harm. But only today are
people generally beginning to realize that
although agricultural production has in
creased and disease control has been
improved through the use of persistent
pesticides, these short-term gains may
have been purchased at the price of ir
reversible disruption of many ecological
systems.

The so-called magnification effect of
pesticides on fish and wildlife has now
been well documented. Fish, feeding on
miscroscopic organisms which contain
persistent pesticides, assimilate these
chemicals into their own systems. In ad
dition, through normal gill action, a fish
appears to effectively filter pesticides di
rectly from the water. In both cases, the
pesticide is stored up in the body fat of
the fish where it becomes increasingly
more concentrated. Then, moving up
ward in the food chain, each successive
predator assimilates greater and greater
concentrations of these pesticides from

the smaller fish on which it feeds. Fish
at the end of the food chain, such as the
Lake Michigan coho salmon, now contain
DDT concentrations ranging up to 19
parts per million, and fish-eating birds,
such as the oslirey and eagle, contain
even higher levels of this pesticide.

The effects of such concentrations of
persistent pesticides on fish and wildlife
are daily becoming better understood.
For example, Prof. Howard Johnson of
Michigan State University has reported
upon the reproductive problems DDT
has created for the Lake Michigan coho
salmon. Apparently the female salmon
passes some of the DDT on to her eggs in
concentrations ranging between five and
seven parts per million. After the fry
hatches from these eggs, they begin to
absorb the yolk sac, but as they do, the
DDT remaining in the yolk becomes more
and more highly concentrated. At the
last stages of absorption, DDT concen
trations become six to 12 times higher
than those in the actual body tissue of
the fry and this high level of DDT has
proven fatal to a high percentage of the
fry.

Slightly different problems have oc
CUlTed with fish-eating birds. Here the
high concentrations of DDT apparently
upset the bird's liver enzyme balance
and as a result affect its calcium metab
olism. The result has been that these
birds have produced eggs which have ex
ceptionally brittle shells. In most cases
the mother is unable to hatch these eggs,
because she accidentally breaks the shell.
In one case reported by the Audubon
Society, an embryo was born without a
shell altogether; it was encased only in a
membrane.

Last week the Commerce Committee's
Subcommittee on Energy, Natural Re
sources, and the Environment, which I
chair, held field hearings in Michigan to
consider the effects of pesticides on
sports and commercial fisheries. At these
hearings Prof. Joseph Hickey of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin commented on the
serious disruption which DDT has caused
to fish-eating bird populations. Brand
ing DDT as the "compound of extinc
tion," Professor Hickey stated:

In a series of closely integrated stUdies,
British, Canadian, and American scientists
have proven that similar reproductive fail
ures (1) occurred in 1947 in peregrine fal
cons; (2) involve fish-eating birds like bald
eagles, ospreys, brown pelicans, double
crested cormorants, and herring guns; (3)
are producing regional extinction in some
species and continentalJy wide extinction in
others; and (4) are due to DDT. There is
simply no scientific doubt about these state
ments.

He then went on to state:
We have lost at least 95 per cent of our

nesting peregrine falcons-perhaps the su
preme example of avian evolution-in the
United States south of Canada, and we may
very well lose its entire subspecies In North
America. We are going to lose our national
bird, the bald eagle, as a nesting species on
the shores of the Great Lakes, not neces
sarily on inland lakes. We have lost the
brown pelican on the west side of the Gulf
of Mexico. And we w1ll lose it on the coast
of California. These are polJution effects due
to DDT. The facts are solid and the result
of carefUl, painstaking research.
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Much more speculative at the present

time are questions about whether con
sumption of DDT or other persistent
pesticides by man could seriously harm
his health or well-being. Nevertheless,
the evidence of its harm to birds and fish
is sufiicient to cause grave concern. And
recent research efforts are beginning to
produce additional disturbing results.
For example, earlier this year I released
a report of a study which had been con
ducted for the National Cancer Insti
tute. This study revealed that when a
group of mice was fed a mixture contain
ing 140 parts per million of DDT over a
period of 81 weeks, 63 percent developed
tumors. With a control group of mice,
only 16 percent developed tumors, indi
cating that the mice exposed to DDT
were approximately four times more
likely to develop tumors than mice not
so exposed. In describing the DDT
induced tumors, the report states:

It seems more reasonable to conclude that
the great majority had malignant poten
tiality.

In addition, at the Environmental
Subcommittee hearings on pesticides
which were held last May, we asked the
Food and Drug Administration whether
they could summarize some of their
work on the mutagenic effects of pesti
cides. One of the investigations which
they described involvelS a stUdy of 40 vol
unteers who are heavy pesticide users
and 20 control subjects who are exam
ined monthly to determine what leu
kocyte chromosome damage can be asso
ciated with the exposure ta pesticides.
According to the FDA:

Preliminary results indicate that during
mid-summer the exposed group had some
thing on the order of five times M many
chromosome abberations as the control
group. So far this study has not been able
to make comparisons between the groups at
other times of the year.

The Food and Drug Administration,
concerned with the results of the ex
panding volume of research on pesticides,
has moved to set pesticide tolerances on
many food products. In the case of fish,
an interim tolerance level of five parts
per mission has been established. Al
though there is little question that the
FDA is taking proper precautions in set
ting these tolerances, there is also little
doubt that this action will seriously dis
rupt, if not destroy, the fishing industry
on Lake Michigan. The coho salmon can
no longer be marketed in interstate com
merce because of its high DDT concen
trations, and other commercially impor
tant fish which are lower down in the
lake's food chain, such as the chub, now
appear to be building up DDT concen
trations in excess of the· minimum FDA
tolerances. Analyses by the Michigan
field office of the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries indicate that the DDT concen
tration in some chubs now exceeds nine
parts per million. Lake Michigan lake
trout, too, also frequently contain con
centrations in excess of the FDA's mini
mum tolerances.

To preserve many of our country's
unique forms of life from extinction, to
reverse the grave ecological damage
which we are presently causing, and to
restore the vitality of our freshwater
fisheries, it is imperative that we begin

now to upgrade the quality of our water.
Establishing water tolerance levels for
pesticides-and then rigidly enforcing
these standards-is an essential step
toward this goal. We should emphasize,
however, that because very minute
quantities of persistent pesticides with
in water-measured in terms of parts per
trillion-cause severe harm to aquatic
organisms which concentrate these pes
ticides within their systems, water qual
ity standards should be based on the pes
ticide levels found in fish taken from
the water, and not on the water itself.
Only in this manner can we readily de
termine when the amount of pesticides
in our waters is reaching dangerous
levels.

Mr. President, I reiterate my great
pleasure in supporting this amendment,
and I earnestly hope that not only is it
adopted, but that meaningfUl standards
are forthcoming in the very near future.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment, No. 132, of the Senator from Wis
consin.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I move

that the vote by which the amendment
was agreed to be reconsidered.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres
ident, I move that the motion to recon
sider be laid on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD a series of technical studies
taken from various scientific and con
servation magazines.

There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

[From Scientific American, March 1967]
TOXIC SUBSTANCES AND ECOLOGICAL CYCLES

(By George M. Woodwell)
The vastness of the earth has fostered

a tradition of unconcern about the release
of toxic wastes into the environment. BU
loWing clOUds of smoke are diluted to ap
parent nothingness; discarded chemicals are
fiushed away in rivers; insecticides "disap
pear" after they have done their job; even the
massive quantities of radioactive debris of
nuclear explosives are diluted in the ap
parently infinite volume of the environment.
Such pollutants are indeed diluted to
traces--to levels infinitesimal by ordinary
standards, measured as parts per billion or
less in air, soU and water. Some pollutants
do disappear; they are immoblllzed or decay
to harmless substances. Others last, some
times in toxic form, for long periods. We
have learned In recent years that dllution of
persistent pollutants even to trace levels de
tectable only by refined techniques is no
guarantee of safety. Nature has ways of con
centrating SUbstances that are frequently
surprising and occasionally disastrous.

We have had dramatic examples of one of
the hazards in the dense smogs that blanket
our cities with increasing frequency. What
is less widely realized is that there are global,
long-term ecological processes that concen
trate toxic SUbstances, sometimes hundreds
of thousands of times above levels in the
environment. These processes include not
only patterns of air and water circulation but
also a complex .series of biological mecha
nisms. Over the past decade detailed studies
of the distribution of both radioactive debris
and pesticides have revealed patterns that
have surprised even biologists long familiar
with the unpredictabUlty of nature.

Major contributions to knOWledge of these
patterns have come from studies of radio
active fallout. The incident that triggered
worldWide interest in large-scale radioactive
pollution was the hydrogen-bomb test at
Bikini in 1954 known as "Project Bravo."
This was the test that inadvertently dropped
radioactive fallout on several Pacific islands
and on the Japanese fishing vessel Lucky
Dragon. Several thousand square mUes of
the Pacific were contaminated With fallout
radiation that would have been lethal to
man. Japanese and U.S. oceanographic ves
sels surveying the region found that the
radioactive debris had been spread by wind
and water, and, more disturbing, it was be
ing passed rapidly along food chains from
small plants to small marine organisms that
ate them to large animals (including the
tuna, a staple of the Japanese diet).

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and
agencies of other nations, partiCUlarly
Britain and the U.S.S.R., mounted a large
international research program, costing
many milllons of dollars, to learn the details
of the movement of such debris over the
earth and to explore its hazards. Although
these studies have been focused primarlly
on radioactive materials, they have produced
a great deal of basic information about pol
.lutants in general. The radioactive sub
stances serve as tracers to show the transport
and concentration of materials by wind and
water and the biological mechanisms that
are characteristic of natural communities.

One series of investigations traced the
worldwide movement of particles in the air.
The tracer in this case was strontium 90, a
fission product released into the earth's
atmosphere in large quantities by nuclear
bomb tests. Two reports in 1962-one by S.
Laurence Kulp and Arthur R. Schulert of
Columbia University and the other by a
United Nations committee-furnished a de
tailed picture of the travels of strontium 90.
The isotope was concentrated on the ground
between the latitUdes of 30 and 60 degrees
in both hemispheres, but concentrations
were five to 10 times greater in the Northern
Hemisphere, where most of the bomb tests
were conducted.

It Is apparently in the middle latitudes
that exchanges occur between the air of
upper elevations (the stratosphere) and that
of lower elevations (the troposphere). The
larger tests have injected debris into the
stratosphere; there it remains for relatively
long periods, being carried back into the
troposphere and to the ground in the middle
latitUdes in late Winter or spring. The mean
"half-time" of the particles' residence In the
stratosphere (that is, the time for half of a
given injection to fall out) is from three
months to five years, depending on many
factors, including the height of the Injec
tion, the size of the particles, the latitude
of injection and the time of year. Debris in
jected into the troposphere has a mean half
time of residence ranging from a few days
to about a month. Once airborne, the parti
cles may travel rapidly and far. The time
for one circuit around the earth in the
middle latitudes varies from 25 days to less
than 15. (Following two recent bomb tests
in China fallout was detected at the Brook
haven National Laboratory on Long Island
respectively nine and 14 days after the tests.)

Numerous studies have shown further that
precipitation (rain and snowfall) plays an
important role in determining Where fall
out wlll be deposited. Lyle T. Alexander of
the Soil Conservation service and Edward P.
Hardy, Jr., of the AEC found in an extensive
study in Clallam County. Washington, that
the amount of fallout was directly propor
tional to the total annual rainfall.

It is reasonable to assume that the findings
about the movement and fallout of radio
active debris also apply to other particles
of similar size in the air. This conclusion
is supported by a recent report by Donald
F. Gatz and A. Nelson Dingle of the Uni-
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versity of Michigan, who showed that the
concentration of pollen in precipitation fol
lows the same pattern as that of radioactive
fallout. This observation is particularly
meaningful because pollen Is not injected
into the troposphere by a nuclear explosion;
it is picked up in air currents from plants
close to the ground. There is little question
that dust and other particles, inclUding small
crystals of pesticides, also follow these pat
terns.

From these and other studies it is clear
that various substances released into the air
are carried widely around the world and may
be deposited in concentrated form far from
the original SQurce. Similarly, most bodies
of water-especially the oceans-have sur
face currents that may move materials five
to 10 miles a day. Much higher rates, of
course, are found in such major oceanic
currents as the GUlf Stream. These currents
are one more physical mechanism that can
distribute pollutants widely over the earth.

The research programs of the AEC and
other organizations have explored not only
the pathways of air and water transport but
also the pathways along which pollutants
are <l.istributed in plant and animal com
munities. In this connection we must ex
amine what we mean by a "community."

Biologists define communities broadly to
inclUde all species, not just man. A natural
community is an aggregation of a great many
different kinds of organisms, all mutually
interdependent. The besic conditions for the
integration of a community are determined
by physical characteristics of the environ
ment such as climate and soil. Thus a sand
dune supports one kind of community, a
freshwater lake another, a high mountain
still another. Within each type of environ
ment there develops a complex of organisms
that in the course of evolution becomes a
balanced, s'elf-sustaining biological system.

Such a system has a structure of inter
relations that endows the entire community
With a predictable developmental pattern,
called "succession," that leads toward sta
b1l1ty and enables the community to make
the best use of its physical environment. This
entails the development of cycles through
which the community as a whole shares
certain resources, such as mineral nutrients
and energy. For example, there are a num
ber of different Inputs of nutrient elements
into such a system. The principal input is
from the decay of' primary minerals in the
soil. There are also certain losses, mainly
through the leaching of substances Into the
underlying water table. Ecologists view the
cycles in the system as mechanisms that
have evolved to conserve the elements es
sential for the survival of the organisms
making up the community.

One of the most Important of these cycles
is the movement of nutrients and energy
from one organism to another along the
pathways that are sometimes called food
chains. Such chains start with plants, which
use the sun's energy tJ synthesize organic
matter; animals eat the plants; other ani
mals eat these herbivores, and carnivores
in turn may constitute additional levels feed
Ing on the herbivores and on one another.
If the lower orders In the chain are to sur
vive and endure, there must be a feedback
of nutrients. This is provided by decay orga
nisms (mainly microorganisms) that break
down organic debris into the substances
used by plants. It is also obvious that the
community will not survive if' essential linkS
In the chain are eliminated; therefore the
preying of one level on another must be
limited.

Ecologists estimate that such a food chain
allows the transmission of roughly 10 per
cent of the energy entering one level to the
next level above it, that is, each level can
pass on 10 percent of the energy It receives
from below without suffering a loss of pop-

ulation that would Imperil its survival. The
simplest version of a system of this kind
takes the form of a pyramid, each succes
sively higher popUlation re<::elving about a
tenth of the energy received at the level
below It.

Actually nature seldom builds communi
ties with S,o simple a structure. Almost in
variably the energy Is not passed along in
a neatly ordered chain but is spread about to
a great variety of organisms through a
spraWling, complex web of pathways. The
more mature the community, the more di
verse its makeup and the more complicated
its web. In a natural ecosystem the network
may consist of thousands of pathways.

This complexity Is one of the principal
factors we must consider in investigating
how toxic substances may be distributed
and concentrated in liVing communities.
Other important basic factors lie In the
nature of the metabolic process. For exam
ple, of the energy a population of organisms
receives as food, usually less than 50 per
cent goes into the construction of new
tissue, the rest being spent for respiration.
This circumstance acts as a concentrating
mechanism: a substance not involved in
respiration and not excreted efficiently may
be concentrated in the tissues twofold or
more when passed from one population to
another.

Let us consider three types of pathway
for toxic substances that involve man as
the ultimate consumer. The three exam·
pIes, based on studies of radioactive sub
stances, illustrate the compleXity and va·
riety of pollution problems.

The first and simplest case is that of
strontium 90. Similar to calcium in chem
ical behavior, this element is concentrated
in bone. It Is a long-lived radioactive Isotope
and is a hazard because its energetic beta
radiation can damage the mechanisms in
volved in the manufacture of blood cells
in the bone marrow. In the long run the
irradiation may produce certain types of
cancer. The route of strontium 90 from air
to man is ra.ther direct: we ingest it in leafy
vegetables, which absorbed it from the soil
or received it as fallout from the air, or in
milk and other dairy products from cows
that have fed on contaminated vegetation.
Fortunately strontium is not usually con
centrated in man's food by an extensive food
chain. Since it lodges crUelly in bone, it
is not concentrated In passing from animal
to animal in the same ways other radioactive
substances may be (unless the predator eats
bones!) .

Quite different is the case of the radio
active isotope cesium 137. This isotope, also
a fission product, has a longlived radioac
tivity (its half-life is about 30 years) and
emits penetrating gamma rays. Because it
behaves chemically like potassium, an es
sential constituent of all cells, it becomes
widely distributed once it enters the body.
Consequently it is passed along to meat
eating animals, and under certain circum
stances it can accumulate in a chain of
carnivores.

A study in Alaska by Wayne C. Hanson,
H. E. Palmer and B. I. Griffin of the AEC's
Pacific-Northwest Laboratory showed that
the concentration factor for cesium 137 may
be two or three for one step in a food chain.
The first link of the chain in this case was
lichens growing in the Alaskan forest and
tundra. The lichens collecte<i cesium 137
from fallout in rain. Certain caribou in
Alaska live mainly on lichens during the
winter, and caribou meat in turn is the
principal diet of Eskimos in the same areas.
The investigators found that caribou had
accumulated about 15 micromlcrocuries of
cesium radioactiVity per gram of tissue in
their bodies. The Eskimos who fed on these
caribou had a concentration twice as high
(about 30 micromicrocuries per gram of tis
sue) after eating many pounds of caribou

meat in the course of a season. Wolves and
foxes that ate caribou sometimes contained
three times the concentration in the flesh' o!
the caribou>It is easy to see that in a longer
chain, involving'not just two animals but
several,· the concentratIon of a SUbstance
that was not excreted or metabolize<!. could
be increased to high levels.

A third case Is that of iodine 131, another
gamma ray emitter. Again the chain to man
is short and simple: The contaminant (from
fallout) comes to man mainly through
cows' milk, and thus the chain involves only
grass, cattle, milk and man. The danger o!
iodine 131 lies in the fact that iodine is con
centrated in the thyroid gland. Although
iodine 131 is sbort-lived (its half-life is only
about eight days), its quick and localize<!.
concentration In the tbyroid can cause dam
age. For Instance, a research team from the
Brookhaven National Laboratory headed by
Robert Conard has discovered that children
on Rongelap Atoll who were exposed to fall
out from the 1954 bomb test later developed
thyroid nodules.

The Investigations of the iodine 131 haz
ard yielded two lessons that have an impor
tant bearing on the problem of pesticides and
other toxic substances released in the en
Vironment. In the first place we have had a
demonstration that the hazard of the toxic
substance itself often tends to be underesti
mated. This was shown to be true of the
exposure of the thyroid to radiation. Thyroid
tumors were found in children who had
been treated years before for enlarged thy
mus glands With doses of X-rays that had
been considered safe. As a result of this dis
covery and stUdies of the effects of Iodine
131, the Federal Radiation Council in 1961
issued a new guide reducing the permissible
limit of exposure to ionizing radiation to
less than a tenth of what had preViously
been accepted. Not the least significant as
pect of this lesson is the fact that the toxic
effects of such a hazard may not appear
until long after the exposure; on Rongelap
Atoll 10 years passed before the thyroid ab
normalities showed up in the children who
had been exposed.

The second lesson is that, even when the
pathways are well understood, it is almost
impossible to predict just Where toxic SUb
stances released into the environment will
reach dangerous levels. Even in the case of
the simple pathway followed by iodine 131
the eventual destination of the SUbstance
and its effects on people are complicated
by a great many variables: the area of the
cow's pasture (the smaller the area, the less
fallout the cow will pick up); the amount
and timing of rains on the pasture (whieh
on the one hand may bring down fallout but
on the other may wash it off the forage) ; the
extent to which the cow Is given stored, un
contaminated feed; the amount of iodine the
cow secretes in its milk; the amount of milk
In the diet of the individual consumer, and
so on.

It it is diffiCUlt to estimate the nature and
extent of the hazards from radioactive fall
out, which have been investigated in great
detail for more than a decade by an inter
national research program, It must be said
that we are in a poor position Indeed to
estimate the hazards from pesticides. So
far the amount of research effort given to
the ecological effects of these poisons has
been comparatively small, although It is
Increasing rapidly. Much has been learned,
however, about the movement and distribu
tion of pesticides in the environment, thanks
in part to the clues supplied by the studies
of radioactive fallout.

Our chief tool in the pesticide inquiry is
DDT. There are many reasons for focusing
on DDT: it is long-lasting. it is now com
paratively easy to detect, it is by far the
most widely used pesticide and it is toxic
to a broad spectrum of animals, including
man. Introduced only a quarter-century ago
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Note: DDT residues, which include the derivatives 000 and
DOE as well as DDT itself, have apparently entered most food
webs. These data were se ected from hundreds of reports that
show DDT has a worldwide distribution, with the highest con
centrations in carnivorous birds. Ilo; :J

United States Man•••.... FaL_ ••.... __ 11.0.

AI~~k:r(tseJjmo) ••..••....•..•.••....... _.•. 2.8,

~':~ta~~;ma;'y~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: n
France••••.••.•..• _......•......••.••.•••. 5.2.
Canada.•....••...•••..•..••.•..•..•.••.•.. 5.3.

~~~~r.'::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: l~J
India.•. __ ... .. _......•...•.••.•.... _•.. 12.8-31.0.
United States:

California.•..• _ Plankton•••...... __ ....• _ 5.3.
Do.•••.... Bass•.•..•. Edible Flesh •• 4-138.
Do..... __ . Grebes•..•• Visceral Fat... Up to 1,600.

Montana ..•... _ Robin••...• Whole Body••• 6.8-13.9.
Wisconsin.•.• _. Crustacea••••..•.•..•.••. 0.41.

00.. _..... Chub••• __ . Whole Body•.• 4.52.
Do••.•.... GulL•••••. Brain••...•.. 20.8.

MissourL ..... Bald Eagle•• Eggs.•.•••••• 1.1-5.6.
CllnnecticuL •.. Osprey••••• __ •• _do....•.. 6.5.
Florida•••.•.•. Dolphin•••• Blubber.. ...• About 220.

Canada••••...... Woodcock•• Whole Body••• 1.7.
Antarctica•••••.. Penguin•••• FaL ••.••.••. 0.0l5~.l8.
Antarctica •••••.• Seal.. ••••• Fa!.. ••••..•. 0.042~.12.
Scotland..•...... Eagle. __ •.• Eggs•.•.•.•.. 1.18.
New Zealand••••• Trou!.. •••• Whole Body__• 0.6-0.8.

organisms in it. It would then be impossible
to discover why they had disappeared. The
damage from DDT concentration is particu
larly serious in the higher carnivores. The
mere fact that conspicuous mortallty is' not
observed is no assurance of safety. Com
paratively low concentrations may inhibit
reproduction and thus cause the species to
fade away.

That DDT is a serious ecological hazard
was recognized from the beginning of its use.
In 1946 Clarence Cottam and EImer Higgins
of the U.S. Fish and Wlldllfe service warned
in the J01LTnal ot Economic Entomology that
the pesticide was a potential menace to mam
mals, birds, fishes and other wlldllfe and that
special care shouid be taken to avoid its ap
pllcation to streams, lakes and coastal bays
because of the sensitiVity of fishes and crabs.
Because of the wide distribution of DDT the
effects of the substance on a species of ani
mal can be more damaging than hunting or
the elImination of a habitat (through an
operation such as dredging marshes). DDT
affects the entire species rather than a single
population and may well wipe out the species
by ellminating reproduction.

Within the past five years, with the devel
opment of improved techniques for detect
ing the presence of pesticide residues in ani
mals and the environment, ecologists have
been able to measure the extent of the haz
ards presented by DDT and other persistent
general poisons. The picture that is emerg
ing is not a comforting one. Pesticide resi
dues have now accmnulated to levels that are
catastrophic for. cntain animal populations,
particularly carnivorous birds. Furthermore,
it has been clear for many years that be
cause of their shotgun effect these weapons
not only attack the pests but also destroy
pI'edators and competitors that normally
tend to limit prollferation of the pests. Under
exposure to pesticides the pests tend to de
velop new strains that are resistant to the
chemicals. The result is an escalating chemi
cal warfare that is self-defeating and has
secondary effects whose costs are only be
ginning to be measured. One of the costs is
wlldllfe notably carnivorous and scavenging
birds such as hawks and eagles. There are
others: destruction of food webs aggravates
pollution problems, partiCUlarly in bodies of
water that receive mineral nutrients in sew
age or in water draining from heavlly fer
tlllzed agriCUltural lands. The plant popula
tions, no longer consumed by animals, fall to
the bottom to decay anaerobically, producing
hydrogen sulfide and other noxious gases,
further degrading the environment.

and spectacularly successful during World
War II in controlllng body Ilce and therefore
typhus, DDT quickly became a universal
weapon in agriculture and in public health
campaigns against disease-carriers. Not sur
prisingly, by this time DDT has thoroughly
permeated our environment. It is found in
the air of clties, in wlldllfe allover North
America and in remote corners of the earth,
even in Adelle penguins and skua gUlls (both
carnivores) in the Antarctic. It is also found
the world over in the fatty tissue of man.
It is fair to say that there are probably few
populations in the world that are not con
taminated to some extent with DDT.

We now have a considerable amount of
evidence that DDT is spread over the earth
by wind and water in much the same pat
terns as radioactive fallout. This seems to be
true in spite of the fact that DDT is not
injected high into the atmosphere by an ex
plosion. When DDT is sprayed in the air,
some fraction of it is picked up by air cur
rents as pollen is, circulated through the
lower troposphere and deposited on the
ground by rainfall. I found in tests in Maine
and New Brunswick, where DDT has been
sprayed from airplanes to control the spruce
budworm in forests, that even in the open,
away from trees, about 50 percent of the DDT
does not fall to the ground. Instead it is
probably dispersed as small crystals in the
air. This is true even on days when the air
is stlll and when the low-flying planes release
the spray only 50 to 100 feet above treetop
level. Other mechanisms besides air move
ment can carry DDT for great distances
around the world. Migrating flsh and birds
can transport it thousands of miles. So also
do oceanic currents. DDT has only a low
solublllty in water (the upper Ilmit is about
one part per blllion), but as algae and other
organisms in the water absorb the substance
in fats, where it is highly soluble, they make
room for more DDT to be dissolved into the
water. Accordingly water that never contains
more than a trace of DDT can continuously
transfer it from deposits on the bottom to
organisms. .

DDT is an extremely stable compound that
breaks down very slowly in the environment.
Hence with repeated spraying the residues
in the soll or water basins accumUlate. Work
ing with Frederic T. Martin of the University
of Maine, I found that in a New Brunswick
forest where spraying had been discontinued
in 1958 the DDT content of the soll increased
from half a pound per acre to 1.8 pounds per
acre in the three years between 1958 and
1961. Apparently the DDT residues were car
ried to the ground very slowly on follage and
decayed very Ilttle. The conclusion is that
DDT has a long half-life in the trees and
soll of a forest, certainly in the range of tens
of years.

Doubtless there are many places in the
world where reservoirs of DDT are accumu
lating. With my colleagues Charles F. Wur
ster, Jr., and Peter A. Isaacson of the State
University of New York at Stony Brook, I
recently sampled a marsh along the south
shore of Long Island that had been sprayed
with DDT for 20 years to control mosquitoes.
We found that the DDT residues in the upper
layer of mud in this marsh ranged up to 32
pounds per acre!

We learned further that plant and animal
Ilfe in the area constituted a chain that con
centrated the DDT in spectaCUlar fashion. At
the lowest level the plankton in the water
contained .04 part per mlllion of DDT; min
nows contained one part per milllon, and II
carnivorous scavenging bird (II ring-b1l1ed
gull) contained about 75 parts per milllon in
its tissues (on a Whole-bOdy, wetweight
basis). Some of the carnivorous animals in
this community had concentrated DDT by II
factor of more than 1,000 over the organisms
at the base of the ladder.

A further tenfold increase in the concen
trations along this fOod web would in all
likellhood result in the death of many of the

location Organism Tissue

Concentration
(parts per
million)

The accumulation of persistent toxic sub
stances in the ecological cycles of the earth
is a problem to which mankind wlll ha"e to
pay increasing attention. It affects many
elements of society, not only in the necessity
for concern about the disposal of wast.es but
also in the need fcr a revolution in pest con
trol. We must learn to use pesticides that
have a short half-life in the environment-
batter yet, to use pest-control techniques
that do not reqUire applications of general
poisons. What has been learned about the
dangers in polluting ecological cycles is am
ple proof that there is no longer safety in
the vastness of the earth.

DDT RESIDUES AND DECLINING REPRODUCTION
IN BERMUDA PETREL

(Abstract. Residues of DDT [I,I,I-trichloro
2,2-bis (p-chlorophenyl) ethane I averaging
6.44 parts per mllllon in eggs and chicks of
the carnivorous Bermuda petrel Indicate
Widespread contamination of an oceanic food
chain that is remote from appllcations of
DDT. Reproduction by the petrel has decllned
during the last 10 years at the annual rate of
3.25 percent; if the decline continues, repro
duction wlll fall completely by 1978. Con
centrations of residues are similar to those
in certain terrestrial carnivorous birds whose
productivity is also decllning. Various con
siderations implicate contamination by in
secticides as a probable major cause of the
decllne.)

Many oceanic birds nested on Bermuda
in 1609 when the first settlers arrived, the
most abundant apparently being the Ber
muda petrel, pterodroma cahow. Within 20
years man and his imported mammals vir
tually exterminated those species; for nearly
300 years it was considered extinct. Several
records of specimens since 1900 were fol
lowed in 1951 by discovery of a small breeding
colony (1), and in 1967 22 pairs nested on a
few rocky islets off Bermuda. With a total
population of about 100 the petrel is among
the world's rarest birds.

A wholly pelagic species, P. cahow visits
land only to breed, breeds only on Bermuda,
and arrives and departs only at night. The
single egg is laid underground at the end
of a long burrow. When not in the burrow
the bird feeds far at sea, mainly on cephalo
pods; when not breeding it probably ranges
over much of the North Atlantic (I).

Reproduction by P. cahow has decllned
recently. The data since 1958 (Table 1) show
an annual rate of decllne of 3.25 ± 1.05 per
cent; the negative slope of a weighted regres
sion is significant (P, .015; F test). If this
linear decllne continues, reproduction wlll
fall completely by 1978, with extinction of
the species. Many recent reports have cor
related diminished reproduction by certain
carnivorous birds with contamination by
chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides (2-7).
As the terminal member of a pelagic food
chain, presumably feeding over much of the
North Atlantic, the petrel may be expected to
concentrate by many orders of magnitude
any stable, lipid soluble chemicals, such as
chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides, present
in lower trophic levels (2, 3, 8). In fact It
should serve as an ideal environmental moni
tor for detection of insecticide contamina
tion as a general oceanic pollutant, rather
than contamination resulting directly from
treatment of a specific land area (9). When
we analyzed several specimens of P. cahow
for chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides, all
samples contained DDT residues (10).

During March 1967 five unhatched eggs
and dead chicks were collected from unsuc
cessfUl petrel burrows and stored frozen. The
small size of the population precluded the
sampllng of Ilving birds. Samples were ana
lyzed for DDT, o,p-DDT, DDE, DDD, diel
drin, and endrin by electron-capture gas
chromatography; the results are sum
marized in Table 2. No o,p-DDT, dieldrin, or
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endrin was detected, but an independent
laboratory detected a trace of dieldrin.

Certain Identifications were confirmed by
thin-layer chromatography (11) as follows:
After Florlsll cleanup (12), the unknown
sample was spotted on a thIn-layer plate
with 1-iLg authentic standard samples on
both sides. After development, the unknown
was masked by a strip of paper, and the
standards were l>prayed with chromogenic
reagent (11). When spots were visible follow
ing exposure to ultraviolet llght, the mask
ing was removed, horizontaillnes were drawn
between the standard spots in order to locate
corresponding compounds in the unknown,
and these areas were scraped from the plate
and extracted with a few drops of a mixture
of hexane and acetone (9: 1 by volume). In
jection into the gas chromatograph con
firmed the presence of DDT, DDE, and DDD
by showing the appropriate single peaks for
these compounds. This confirmation proce
dure was employed because the electron-cap
ture detector is more sensitive than the chro
mogenic spray reagent in detecting minute
amounts of these materials.

Coincidental with diminishing reproduc
tion by the Bermuda petrel is the presence
of DDT residues averaging 6.44 parts per mil
lion (ppm) in its eggs and chicks. In itself
this coincidence does not establish a causal
relation, but these findings must be eval
uated in the llght of other studies. Whereas
a healthy osprey (Pandion haliaetus) popu
lation produces 2.2 to 2.5 young per nest, a
Maryland colony containing DDT residues of
3.0 ppm In its eggs yielded 1.1 young per nest,
and a Connecticut colony containing 5.1 ppm
produced only 0.5 young per nest; the Con
necticut population has declined 30 percent
annually for the last 9 years (4). In New
Brunswick, breeding success of American
woodcocks (Philohela minor) showed a sta
tistically significant inverse correlation With
the quantity of DDT applied to its habitat in
a given year. Furthermore, during 1962 and
1963, birds from unsprayed Nova Scotia
showed breeding success nearly twice as great
as did those from sprayed New Brunswick,
where woodcock eggs averaged 1.3 ppm of
DDT residues during those years (5).

TABLE I.-REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS Of THE BERMUDA
PETREL BETWEEN 1958 AND i961 ,

Year
Success

Pairs Chicks (percent)

1958________________ 6 (I) 4 66.71959________________ 5 (2) 2 40_01960________________ i3 (3) 6 46.21961. _______________ 18 (I) 12 66.71962________________ 19 9 41.41963,. ______________ 11 (I) 9 52.91964 ________________ 17 (I) 8 47.11965________________ 20 8 40.01966________________ 21 6 28_ 6
1967________________ 22 8 36.4

, Percentages of established adult pairs under observation
whose chicks survived 2 weeks after hatching. Numbers of pairs
of unknown success (not included in calculations) appear in
parentheses. Data from 1961 to 1967 are believed to represent
the total breeding population; earlier not all burrows had been
discovered. The decline in reproductive success follows the
inear relation y=a+bx (y, reproductive success' a a constant·

Ib, ~nnual percentage decline in success; x, year). 'The regression
weighted by numbersof pairs: y=251.9-3.25x.

In Britain five species of raptors, Includ
Ing the peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus)
and golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) , car
ried residues of chlorinated hydrocarbon in
secticides in their eggs, averaging 5.2 ppm;
each of these species has shown a decline in
reproduction and total popUlation during
recent years. By comparison, residues in
the eggs of five species of corvids averaged
0.9 ppm, and breeding success and numbers
have been maintained (6). It is noteworthy
that during the last decade the peregrine
has become extinct as a breeding bird in the
eastern United States (13). Residues in bald
eagle (Haliaetlls lellcocephalus) eggs aver-

aged 10.6 ppm, and this species also shOWS
declining reproduction and population (7).
Lake Michigan herring gulls (Larus argen
tatus) , exhibiting very low reproductive suc
cess, averaged 120 to 227 ppm of DDT resi
dues in the eggs (3), the suggestion being
that susceptibility varies widely between
species.

In most of the above instances, inclUd
ing P. cahow, reduced success in breeding
resulted primarily from mortality of chicks
before and shortly after hatching. BobWhites
(Colinus virginianlls) and pheasants (Phasi
anus colchicus) , fed sublethal diets of DDT
or dieldrin, gave similar results (14); a
mechanism explaining chick mortality from
dieldrin poisoning during the several days
after hatching has been presented (15).

From studies of these birds and other
avian carnivores a very widespread, perhaps
worldwide, decline among many species of
carnivorous birds is apparent. The pattern of
decline is characterized by reduced success
in reproduction correlated with the presence
of residues of chlorinated hydrocarbon In
secticides-primarily DDT. Our data for the
Bermuda petrel are entirely consistent with
this pattern.

Observations of aggressive behavior, in
creased nervousness, chipped eggshells, in
creased egg-breakage, and egg-eating by
parent birds of several of the above species
(3, 6, 13) suggest symptoms of a hormonal
disturbance or a calcium deficiency, or both.
Moreover, DDT has been shown to delay
ovulation and inhibit gonadal development
in birds, probably by means of a hormonal
mechanism, and low dosages of DDT or
dieldrin in the diet of pigeons increased
metabolism of steroid sex hormones by
hepatic enzymes (16). A direct relation be
tween DDT and calcium function has also
been demonstrated, and these endocrine and
calcium mechanisms could well be interre
lated; DDT interferes with normal calcifica
tion of the arthropod nerve axon, causing hy
peractivity of the nerve and producing
symptoms similar to those resulting from
calcium deficiency (17). Dogs treated with
calcium gluconate are very resistant to DDT
poisoning (18); female birds are more re
sistant than males (19), perhaps because of
calcium-mobillzing action of estrogenic
hormones.

TABLE 2. RESIDUES Of DDT (10) IN PARTS PER MILLION
(WET WEIGHT) IN EGGS AND CIilCKS Of THE BERMUDA
PETREL, COLLECTED IN BERMUDA IN MARCH 1967'
PROPORTIONS Of DDT, DOE, AND ODD ARE EXPRESSED
AS PERCENTAGES Of THE TOTAL

Residues Percentages

Sample
parts per
(million) DDT DOE DOD

A, egg' ________________ 11. 02 , 37 258 25
A, eggl34~ _____ ~ ______ 10.71 , 34 262 24
B, addled egg'. ________ 3.61 15 65 20
C, chick in egg'________ 4.52 33 64 3
0, chick in egg' ________ 6.08 33 62 5
D, chick brain"________ . 51 30 54 16
E, ch ick, 1 to 2 days old_ 6.97 229 266 , 5

Average ________ . 6.44 31 62

, Egg showed no sign of development.
2Identity confirmed by thin-layer chromatography (11).
3 Analysis 5 months later by Wisconsin Alumni Research

foundation, which also detected dieldrin at 0.02 p.p.m.
• Not included in averages.
'fully developed chick died while hatching.
Of major importance, then, was the dis

covery that a significant (P<.OOl) and Wide
spread decrease in calcium content of egg
shells occurred between 1946 and 1950 in the
peregrine falcon, golden eagle, and sparrow
hawk, Accipiter nisus (20). This decrease
correlates with the Widespread introduction
of DDT into the environment durIng those
years, and further correlates With the onset
of reduced reproduction and of the described
symptoms of calcium deficiency. These mul
tiple correlations indicate a high probab1llty

that the decline In reproduction of most or
ail of these birds, Including P. cahow, Is
causally related to their contamination by
DDT residues.

Other potent1al causes of the observed de
cline for the Bermuda petrel appear unlikely.
The bird has been strIctly protected and Iso
lated since 1957, and it seems that human
disturbance can be discounted. In such a
small popUlation, Inbreeding could become
important, but hatching failure Is now con
sistent in pairs having earlier records of suc
cessful breeding, and deformed chicks are
never observed. Furthermore, the effects of
inbreeding would not be expected to increase
at a time when the total population, and
probably the gene pool, is st1llincreasing. The
popUlation increase results from artificial
protection since 1957 from other limiting fac
tors, especially competition for nest sites
With tropic birds (21).

It is very unlikely that the observed DDT
residues in P. cahow were accumUlated from
Bermuda: the breeding grounds are confined
to a few tiny, isolated, and uninhabited islets
never treated With DDT, and the bird's feed
ing habits are wholly pelagic. Thus the pres
ence of DDT residues in all samples can lead
only to the conclusion that this oceanic food
chain, presumably including the plankton, is
contaminated. This conclusion is supported
by reported analyses showing residues in re
lated seabirds including two species of shear
waters from the Pacific (22); seabird eggs
(9, 22); freshwater, estuarine, and coastal
plankton (2, 8, 23); plankton-feeding or
ganisms (2, 8, 9, 22, 23); and other marine
animals from various parts of the world (8,
22). These toxic chemicals are apparently
very Widespread Within oceanic organIsms
(8, 22), and the evidence suggests that their
ecological effects are important.

CHARLES F. WURSTER, Jr.,
Department of Biological Science3,

State University Of New York, Stony
Brook

DAVID B. WINGATE,
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THE PEREGRINE SITUATION IN GREAT BRITAIN
1965-66

(By D. A. Ratcllffe)
(Monks Wood Experimental Station-The

Nature Conservancy)
INTRODUCTION

In order to foll<lw latest trends in the
breeding population of the British Peregrine
(Falco peregrinus) , a sample census was con
tinued in 1965 and 1966 on a scale similar to
that of 1963-64. This paper summarises the
results, and gives data on chemical analysis
of the small samples of eggs taken during
these two years.

CENSUS DATA

Observations on 200 territories in 1965
and 213 territories in 1966 (representing 240
different territories of the two-year period)
are given in Table I, according to the six
different regions of Great Britain recognised
previously (Ratclilfe 1963). This sample ill
approximately one-third of the mean annual
total of 650 territories estimated to be occu
pied regularly in Great Britain during the
standard period 1930-39, or just under one
third of the total of 718 territories occupied
at least once since 1930. Census data for
1961-64 are given for comparison. However,
because of a bIas against visiting previously
deserted territories and reporting negative
Observations during the period 1963-66, the
figures for these years are not directly com
parable with those for 1961-62, and a correc
tion has to be Ipade (see Table I).

It Is evident that there has been no ap
precla.ble change in level of breeding popula
tl'on SInce 1964, for although only 41 success
ful eyries were known In 1966, against 45 in
1965, this is not a significant dllference. The
data certainly give no hint of overall im
provement In the Peregrine situati<ln during
the last two years. Few recordll for the main
land of the North and West Highlands are

TABLE I.-OCCUPATION OF PEREGRINE TERRITORIES. 1963-66

available for 1965-66, and most of the data
referring to this region are for Orkney and
Shetland. It Is clear that parts of the South
and East Highlands are still the stronghold
of the Peregrine In Britain, and breeding suc
cess has remained good in this region; but
even here, a quarter of the Inspected terri
tories held apparently nonbreeding birds in
1966. In England and Wales together, suc
cessful breeding was limited to ten pairs in
1965 and seven pairs in 1966, and at least
four-fifths of the territories visited were un
occupied in both years.

When the figures for 1965-66 are compared
with those for 1963-64, the proportion of
deserted terri torles Is seen to have been fairly
constant throughout, I.e. about 60 percent of
the number of known territories visited,
when correction for observation/recording
bias has been made. Regarding breeding suc
cess, it should be noted that in 1965 and
1966 there were. respectively, 17 and 12 eyries
Where eggs were probably or certainly laid.
but whlch were not re-visited to determine
the final outcome; whereas in 1963 and 1964
there were only 4 and 3 such eyries. As the
other data suggest that at least half the 'out
come unknown' eyries would be successful,
the figures for successful nesting in the
1965-66 census sample,s would almost cer
tainly be higher than those given In Table I.
Even so, It is doubtful If there Is valid evi
dence for a significant change In breeding
success during the whole four-year period
1963-66; thls has fluctuated from about 13
to 16 per cent of the number of known ter
ritories visited. There may have been a slight
recovery In 1964 after the low ebb of 1963,
but the figures may Indicate merely the nor
mal fiuctuatlon of a population which has
become relatively stabilised at a much re
duced level; while, in any case. there Is likely
to be a degree of sampling and observational
errOl.

lor Nested, 1 or Nested,
both of but un- both of but un-

the pair success· the pair success·
Number present fully Successful Number present fully Successful
of terri- Birds ap- but not Nesting, (eggs or nesting of terri- Birds ap- but not Nesting, (eggs or nesting

lories ex· parenUy proved outcome young (young tories ex· parently proved outcome young (young
Year and region amined absent to nest unknown lost) reared) Year and region amined absent to nest unknown lost) reared)

1961: Total for Great Britain_ 431 173 118 17 41 91 (9) 1966:
1962: Total for Great Britain_ 488 247 119 22 35 77 (9) Southern England ______ 42 40 __________ 2
1963: Total for Great Britain_ 200 110 34

_. __ ._-----.-------
4 13 39 (0) Wales_________________ 40 34 3 1 __________ 2

1964: Tofal for Great Britain_ 203 109 28 3 15 48 (0) Northern England ______ 24 13 4 1 3 3

1965:
Southern Scotland ______ 32 11 6 2 4 9

Southern England ______ 42 40 __________ 1 __________ South and East High-
Wales_________________ 34 26 6 ____________________ lands_______________ 44 11 2 23
Northern England ______ 30 17 2 __________ 4

North and West High-
Soufhern Scotland ______ 31 12 3 3 5

lands_______________ 31 12 7 5 2

South and East High- Total for Greatlands_______________ 47 8 24
North and West High-

Britain_________ 213 117 29 12 14 41 (3)
lands_______________ 36 18 6

Total for Great
Britain ________ 220 117 25 17 16 45 (1)

'otes: To make approximate correction for comparison with 1961-62, the figures for 1963·-66
,egard.ing "birds apparenlly absent" should be increased by,,,, and those for "successful nesting"
!hould be reduced by ~~. These factors are derived as follows: The sample of eyries visited in
each of the years 1963-66 issimilarly biased (toward territories likely to give positive rather than
negative records) by companson With the much larger sample for 1961--62, and many eyries visited
with negalive results have evidenlly not been reported to me. If the 1962 data are subsampled
to give a list of those eyries which were acutally visited during 1963-66, simple calculation gives
values of 44 percent for territory desertion and 24 percent for successful breeding pairs. The

figures calculated from the full 1962 data are, however, 50 and 16 percent respectively, i.e. approx
imately h more lor territory desertion and }3 less for successful pairs. As the samples for 1961
and 1962 were closely comparable, the above correction factors apply also to 1961.

Actual breeding success for 1961 and 1962 is 19 and 13 percent, respeclively, when broods
taken by falconers are regarded as failures (as in Ratcliffe 1963), but to show more accurately the
proportIOn of healthy broods potentially able to "edge, those taken by falconers have been in
cluded and give breeding success as a theoretical 21 and 16 percent Broods taken by falconers
(illegally afler 1961) are bracketed alongside the totals.

By comparison with the fuller data for
1961-62, It would seem that the rapid decline
of those years continued into 1963, but that
the population then leveled olf, and, at most,
has since shown marginal Improvement in
breeding success alone. On the other hand,
when data for each region are examined sep
rately, the popUlation of Southern SCotland
has shown eVident improvement in breeding
success since 1963; in 1963, only 3 out of 19
inland territories visited had successful pairs,
whereas in 1966, 8 out of 24 reared young. M.

Gilbertson (pers. comm.) also reports an ap
parent improvement In Northern Ireland,
where a total of only 5 young was reared in
14 territories examined In 1964, compared
with a total of 11 young in 16 territories in
1966. These are the regions cl{)Sest to the
Scottish Highlands, and therefore the ones In
whlch any recovery of the Peregrine popUla
tion might be. expected to show flrst.

PESTICIDE RESIDUES

Although only 12 Peregrine eggs have been
analysed (by gas-liqUid chromatography) for

organo-chlorlne pesticide residues In 1965-66,
the results (Table II) are revealing. Despite
the higher levels, compared with 1963-64, the
sample is too small for the data to be re
garded as valid evidence of an increase In
contamination. However, the figures suggest
that the voluntary restrictions on use of al
drin, dieldrin and heptachlor. in 1964, have
(up to the spring of 1966) had no effect in
reducing the contamination of the British
Peregrine by residues of these pesticides.
The figures for heptachlor in particular Indi
cate that, despite statements to the contrary,
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failed eyries and 12.7 p.p.m. for eggs from
successful eyries. The difference is not sta
tistically significant but it is suggestive.

In 1966, two eggs were examined for resi
dues of mercury; one was blank (Table IIB,
1966/1) but the other (Table liB, 1966/3)
contained 0.3 p.p.m.

BREEDING SUCCESS, BROOD SIZE AND REPLACE

MENT OF LOSSES

Of the 30 eyries which faIled In 1965-66,
egg breakage or disappearance of eggs
(usually one by one and apparently due to
parental destruction) was the cause of fail
ure in 26. Mean brood size in successful
eyries has continued to be low in regions
south of the Highlands (average of 1.8 young
for 24 known broods) and normal in the
South and East Highlands (average of 2.5
young for 28 known broods).

I have recently been prOVided with data
collected by the late W. C. Lawrie at a regu
lar Lakeland eyrie between 1910 and 1939.
The history is incomplete, but the follOWing
records are available of al1 successful nest
ings in which the brood-size was definItely
known:

1936, 4 young
1939, 4 young

there was still a considerable local use of
this chemical during 1965-66.

Whilst only 5 egg analyses are avaIlable yet
for the central part of the South and East
Highlands, they show an appreciably lower
mean level of contaminatIon than the 22 eggs
from Northern England and Southern Scot
land, though the difference lies largely in the
DDE component of the resIdues. This matches
the differences between the first regIon and
the second two in regard to both state of the
popUlation and breeding success; and It sup
ports the earlier contention (Ratcliffe 1963,
1965) that contamination risk to the Pere
grine Is lower In the South and East High
lands than in most other parts of the British
Isles. Even within the 5 Highland eggs there
are suggestive differences; the two from An
gus (within Peregine reach of rich arable
farm land) contain appreciably higher resi
dues of DDE, dieldrin and heptachlor expox
ide than those from the three Inverness-shire
eyries, which were all remote from agrlcuI
turalland.

The egg analyses for 1963-64 showed no
difference between those from eyries Which
failed and those which produced fiying young
from the remaining eggs (Ratcliffe 1965).
Now that more data are available, a slight 1913, 3 young 1924, 4 young
difference shows when all egg analyses are 1914, 3 young 1925, 2 young
thus separated; the figures are (total organo- 1920, 3 young 1926, 4 young
chlorine residues) 17.4 p.p.m. for eggs from 1922, 3 young 1927, 4 young

TABLE II.-ORGANO·CHLORINE RESIDUES IN PEREGRINE EGGS

A. CENTRAL SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS

1928, 1 young
1930, 4 young
1931, 3 young

The mean of these 13 broods was 3.2 young,
an appreciably higher figuer than the na
tional pre-war average of 2.5 young. Un
specified broods were also reared in several
other years and there are in existence several
clutches of eggs taken from this locallty dur
Ing the same period. The haunt was never
known to be deserted between 1910 and 1939,
and the only cause of breeding failure was
egg collecting, apart from one year in which
the birds deserted after being kept off the
nest for many hours. At least two different
females were Involved during this period.

The recent history of occupation at thIs
same haunt Is as follows:-

1961 3 eggs; two were later broken, the
third hatched but the chick died.

19623 eggs; all disappeared later, evidently
through parental destruction.

1963 3 eggs; one taken fresh for chemical
analysis (Table IIB, 1963, No.3), the other
two hatched; one chIck died and the other
fledged.

1964 3 eggs; only one chick hatched and it
later died.

1965 3 eggs; one broken later, one bad
(Table IIB, 1965, No.4) and the third
hatched; the single chick fledged.

1966 No trace of the birds.

Hepiachlor BHC Total ole
pp DOE pp TOE pp DDT Dieldrin epox;de isomers residues

6.9 ----------------_._--_.-- 0.5 0.2 (') 7.6
5.4 0.6 0.8 .6 1.9 0.2 9.5
3.6 _ (') .1 (') .............. 3.7
2.8 _ .1 .3 t? :::::::::::::: 3.2
7.8 .1 (') 1.6 10.7
5.3 .1 .2 .6 .7 '.1 6.9

No. County

1J Inverness __ _
12 Angus __ ._ .
II Inverness _ _.
11 .....do. __ .. __ .. _ __
13 Angus _

Mean _ _._ _ .

Year

1963.. ...... __ ... _

1966 _.. __ ..

B. NORTHERN ENGLAND AND SOUTHERN SCOTLAND

1963 _ -. -. _ --..

Mean for 1965 ..
1966.... _.... _.. _ __ .

. ....2.'8'
.7
.3

fJ Westmorland ..
'2 Cumberland_ '
13 .....do.' __ ._ .. _. __
'4 Dumlries' _ __ .. __
15 Peebles_ _ .
'6 _._ ..do.' _ _ __
·7._ do.' .
'8 KirkcudbrighL _._.
'9 do _.

Mean for 1963. _ __ . __ . _ _ _ __ .
1964._ __ __ '1 Dumlr;es .

·2 .. __ .do _. ._.
• 3 Kirkcudbright _._ ...
• 4 Peebles _._.

Mean for 1964 _ _ _ _ " _ ..
1965 __ __ __ . 'I Kirkcudbrighl' .

12 Dumfries'.. _ _.
'3 Peebles.. ._ .. _
14 Cumberland •... _..
• 5 Westmnrland.. __

• 1- Kirkcudbright •.: _.
• 2 . __ ..do.... _
• 3 .. __ .do __ ._ _ _.
• 4 Westmorland... _

Mean for 1966 .
Overall mean _. __ _ _ ..

15.8.............. 0.4
10.0 _ .
30.8 _ .
2.6 _._._.... .1
4.4.............. .1

21.2.............. .1
23.2 __ ._._ .
14.1 .. _ _ ..
9.0 .1

14.6.............. .1
4.7 ,. (') (')
7.3 _._ _. . __ ..

10.8 0.5 .5
12.0 __ _ .
8.7 . I . I

22.3 .2 .3
10.2 .2 .2
18. I . I .7
25.0 . __ ....... _........ __ ..

i~:~ -.1 -"''''.2'
22.0 .2 .2
22.0 ..
13.0 .1
g:~ ~'l ...... ....T
15.7 .1 . I

0.7
.4

J.J
.1
.4
.5
.3
.7
.1
.5

1.3
1.8
.1
.8

1.0
.5
.5
.5
.6
. 8
.6
. 3
•6
.2
.6
.9
.7

2.9 0.2
.7 .1

4.1 . I
. I (')

:~ ~'1
.5 .1
.4 .1
.4 .2

1.1 .1
.2 .6
.7 .8
.1 .5
.4 . I
.4 .5

4.3 .4
.2 .2
.2 .2
.8 .1

1.0 ..
1. 3 .2
1.0 ..
1.0 ..
.1._ ..
.5
.7
.9

20.0
11. 2
36.1
2.9
5.5

22.6
24.1
15.3
9.8

16.4
6.8

10.6
12.5
13.3
10.8
28.0
11.5
19.8
26.5
25.8
22.3
23.7
23.6
13.4
28.9
22.5
17.8

I Successful eyrie; alleastl young reared from remaining eggs.
• Trace.
'Less than figure shown.

• Unsuccessful eyrie; remain;ng eg~s broken or failed to hatch.
• Same female for the same localitv.

Whlle the two eggs containing total or
gano-ch10rlne residues of 36 and 27 p.p.m.
(dieldrln+heptachlor epoxide 5.2 and 1.4
p.p.m.) were from clutches from which single
young were fledged, this level of contamina
tion was associated with a marked reduc
tion In brood size, compared with pre-war
years. This haunt was one of only five (out
of 30) once regularly occupied territorIes
in Northern England which were continu
ously occupied throughout the period 1960
65; and 1966 was the first year since 1910
when PeregrInes were absent. Probably the
same female occupied the haunt from 1961
to 1965, but It was a different bird from that
present In 1939.

The summarised figures in Table I conceal
the detaIls of change occurring within a
popUlation which as a whole remains stable.
For Instance, In Southern Scotland, 27 ter-

rItories were visited in both 1965 and 1966,
and 16 were found occupied in each year,
but only 13 were occupied in both years.
Since 1960, It is usual for this region and
Northern England to show smal1 gaIns and
losses in any year, by comparison wIth the
preceding and succeding years, so that fresh
gaps are still appearing as old ones are filled.

Tile output of young Peregrines annually
from the whole of the Scottish Highlands
would seem adequate to allow a slow recovery,
at least in occupatIon of territories, and it
is perhaps surprIsing that even in thIs re
gion, about 47 per cent of territories vIsIted
remained deserted or held by non-breeders
in 1966. However, the annual surplus has
also to fill gaps caused by mortality amongst
the established breeding populatIon, and
when birds move away from their birthplace
to depleted areas, they are themselves in-

creaslngly exposed to pesticidal conta.mina
tion, With the implication of increased risks
of mortality and breeding failure. As not all
Peregrines are likely to reach sexual matu
rity at one year old, many probably pass
theIr Juvenile stage In country away from
breedIng haunts and may then be more at
risk, as regards pesticides, than if they
were able to occupy a nesting place in theIr
first year.

Walpole-Bond (1914) noted that a barren
female Peregrine refused to mate or to allow
a prospecting pair to settle on her breeding
cliffs, but after she was shot, a new pair
soon appeared and nested. It could be that
many of the non-breeding PeregrInes recent
ly holding territories also defend them
against potential breeders whIch arrive from
other areas. Cade (1960) has suggested that
the tenacity with which Peregrine eyries are
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I Abbreviations: RT equals rainbow trout; !.sp. equals lal/ spawning; EBT equals eastern brook or speckled irout; Cutth T. equal
cutthroat trout.

, losses during the 2-month period following the swim-up stage.
l Indicates undetected, lhe Iimil of detection being I ppb.
• Indicates traces in lhe raoge of 1 to 5 ppb.

from these eggs were less than 15 per cent
during the 60 days follOwing the swim-up
stage. Losses of this magnitUde are considered
normal for that stage. However, cutthroat
trout fry resulting from eggs purchased from
a commercial supplier shOWed a total concen
tration of 567 ppb of DDT and metabolites;
losses were about 30 percent.

Eastern brook trout try resulting from eggs

ovaries of older salmon showed 6.0 ppm of
DDT.

lIIortallty at the yolk-sac stage of lake
trout in George Lake and other waters in the
State of New York, and of the landlocked
salmon in Sebago Lake, has been ascribed to
DDT contamination.

For many years, gill diseases were thought
to cause mortality at different stages of
development of the various trout species
raised at the Maligne River Trout Hatchery,
Jasper National Park, Alberta. Recent inves
tigations by the Pathology Section of the
Canadian Wildlife Service, with the co-opera
tion of the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, have revealed the occurrence of
such diseases as "cold-water disease", infec
tious panoreatic necrosis, and "kidney dis
ease", in addition to gill dlS'eases. Mortn];'"
has also been caused by dissolved copper and
zinc from pipes and valves in the hatchery.
In spite of these hazards and the Damoeles'
sword ever present in fish culture operations,
In 1966 the Maligne River Hatchery produced
more than one and one-half million trout of
various species and sizes for plantings in the
Mountain Park waters.

However, some mortality could not be ex
plained by viral or bacterial infections and
DDT contamination was suspected. Samples
of eggs, alevins, and commercial dry feeds
were analysed. All analyses were perfoT"
under contract by Dr. D. J. Ecobichon, Phar
macology DivIsion, University of Guelph, us
ing electron capture gas chromatography and
the extraction procedure of Saschenbrecker
and Ecobichon (1967) .

nal arable farming districts, which were least
affected by the original p~pUlation decline.

It has recently been shown (Ratcliffe
1967) that the post-war prevalence of egg
breaking in the British Peregrine correlates
closely with a widespread decrease in egg
shell weight/size ratio (i.e. probably thick
ness) Which appeared in 1947 and has per
sisted ever since, except in some parts of
the Central Highlands. The connections be
tween these phenomena, and their posslbie
relationships to contamination of the species
by organo-chlorine residue, are beinl1
examined.

PROBLEMS WITH DDT IN FISH CULTURAL
OPERATIONS

(J. P. Cuerrier, J. A. Keith, and E. Stcne)
ABSTRACT

Various concentrations of DDT and resi
dues have been detected in eggs and fry of
speckled, rainbow, and cutthroat trout ob
tained fr~m local sources and from commer
cial suppliers and handled at the Maligne
River Trout Hatchery, Jasper National Park,
Alberta. Concentrations of DDT and metab
olites exceeding 400 ppb in eggs resulted in a
30 to 90 per cent mortality among the fry
60 fingerllngs during the days follOWing the
swim-up stage. All commercial dry feeds
analysed contained DDT. Among Ingredients
used in the manufacturing of trout feeds,
only brewer yeast was found almost free of
contamination.

INTRODUCTION
"Because of the very wide distribution of

DDT, it would seem that all forms of life are TROUT EGGS AND ALEVINS
being exposed, directly or indirectly, to this Trout eggs handled at the Maligne River
chemiCa! insecticide. Extensive research has Trout Hatchery come from various sources:
been done on the toxicity of DDT to insects, (a) local collections from wild stocks orlgi
the primary target, but comparatively little natlng from annual hatchery plantings; (11)
is known of the effects Of secondary contami- local collections from domestic stocks held
nation of animals, particularly during the at the hatchery; (c) commercial suppllers
very early stages of development. The purpose located in the United States; and (d) pro
of this paper is to present data or;, DDT con- vincial and federal fisheries agencies. Table 1
tamination of trout In fish hatcheries presents data on DDT and metabollte levels

Mack and co-workers (1964) found DDT found in eggs and alevins of various species
concentrations in whole fish ranging from 0.2 of trout.
to 7 ppm; certain tissues or organs contained In view of the prellminary and exploratory
up to 40 ppm. Burdick and co-workers (1964) nature of this report, no attempt is being
found as much as 500 ppm Of DDT by weight made to establish a relationship between the

levels of each type of residue found in the
in ether-extracted oils from lake trout eggs various samples. However. in samples wHh
taken from Lake George, New York State. levels of total DDT and residues below 200
They found that 90 per cent of lake trout ppb, residues of DDT and metabolites appear
eggs containing 2.95 ppm of DDT and above in the following order: the lowest levels a!'f'
died at the fry stage. With landlocked salmon of o,p'-DDT, followed by DDD, p.P,'-DDT, and
at Sebago Lal~e, Maine, Anderson and Ever- DDE. DDE was the major component, with
hart (1966) found that ovaries of three-year- about twice as much of It as of the other
old salmon contained 0.87 ppm of DDT, While residues combined.

TABLE I-DDT ANO METABOLITES IN PARTS PER 10' (PPB) WET WEIGHT IN EGGS AND FRY OF VARIOUS SPECIES OF TROUT

Eggs collected from 1I\11d rainbow trout in
Lake Edith, Jasper NatIonal Park, where an
nual plantings are carned out, showed a to
tal level t.f 123 ppb of DDT and metabolites.
Losses during the 60 days following the
swim-up stage were less than 15 per cent.
Spring-spawning rainbow trout eggs from
commercial sources contained levels ranging
from 64 ppb to 178 ppb. Losses in alevins

usually held over a long period depends on
the survival at all times of one bird of the
occupying pair, and that when both of the
pair die simultaneously, continuity is lost
and the haunt may then be left deserted for
a period. Many Peregrine breeding haunts
south cf the Highlands seem to have been
totally deserted for severai years, and this
loss of continuity may be an additional fac
tor working against their re-occupation.
Even so, rate of re-occupation of totally de
serted haunts in Southern England was
fairly rapid after intensive human 'control'
ceased in 1945. The continued failure of the
Peregrine to restore its previous breeding
numbers is most likely to be explained by
lack of improvement in the adverse factor
which originally depleted the areas con
cerned.

CONCLUSIONS
The continued investigations of 1965-66

reinforce earlier conclusions (Ratcliffe 1963,
1965) that the persistent organo-chlorine
pesticide residues have been a causal factor
in the post-1955 decline of the Peregrine in
Britain. In view of the evident maintenance
of contamination levels in the enVironment,
it is not surprising that the breeding popula
tion has shown no clear tendency towards
recovery. Moreover, there would seem to be
no sign of general resistance to these chemi
cals developing in this species.

SUMMARY
A sample census of about one-third of the

Peregrine breeding popUlation of Great.
Britain In 1965 and 1966 indicates that there
has been no significant change in proportion
of occupIed territories or breeding success of
remaining bIrds during this period.

Comparison with earlier data suggests
that the Peregrine decline ceased after 1963,
and that the population has since remained
relatively stable, With occupied territories at
about 40 per cent of the pre-war level and
breeding success (pairs rearing young) vary
ing between about 13 and 16 per cent of the
maximum possible level (former mean an
nual number of pairs). Breeding success may
have improved marginally after 1963 on the
national scale, and more significantly in
Southern Scotland and Northern Ireland.

The geographical pattern is unchanged,
with popUlation level, breeding success and
brood size lowest in England and Wales,
and highest in the South and East Highlands
of Scotland.

Analysis of Peregrine eggs gives no evi
dence of a decrease in contamination by any
organo-chlorlne residue since 1964. Eggs
fr~m Northern England and Southern Scot
land were more heavlly contaminated than
those from the South and East Highlands
during the period 1963-66, though the dif
ference lies mainly in the DDE component.

FaIlure of young Peregrines from success
ful eyries to build up the breeding popula
tion of depleted areas is probably a refiec
tlon primarily on the lack of improvement
in the adverse factor which initiated
decline.

ADDENDUM
Since this account was written, pre

liminary data for 1967 have become avail
able. They indicate a slight recovery of pop
Ulation, in both occupation of territories
and breeding success, in the east and central
Scottish Highlands, Northern England and
Northern Ireland. In the southwest High
lands and Southern Scotland, breeding suc
cess was lower than in 1966, but there was
no decrease in number of occupied ter
ritories. Analysis of ten eggs In 1967 shows
a decrease in organa-chlorine residue levels,
especially of dieldrin and heptachlor
epoxide, compared with 1956-66, and also
confirms that residue levels are significantly
lower in the Central Highlands than in other
regions of the south. Slight recovery of the
population in more northerly reg'ions is thus
consistent with a decrease in enVironmental
contamination, at least in these more IIUU'gi-



extracted from a domestic brood stock held
at the Jasper Hatchery had a mortality of 70
per cent. The total level of DDT and metabo
Utes was 464 ppb.

Rainbow trout yolk-sac fry from an au
tumn-spawning strain obtalned from a com
mercial supplier contaIned 996 ppb of DDT
and 236 ppd of DDD for a total of 1,285 ppb
of DDT and metabolites. Losses amounted to
close to 90 per cent in the two-month period
which followed the swim-up stage. SImilar
heavy losses were experienced With brook
trout fry resUlting from eggs obtained from a
domestIc brood stock held by a government
agency. The concentration of total DDT and
metabolites was 4B5 ppb, mostly DDE and
p,p'-DDT.

The fish With high levels of mortalIty were
not exposed to disease more than the others,
but during the period of this study, mortality
above 25 per cent seemed to be associated
with comparatively high levels of DDT and
its metabolites. Therefore, we conclUde that
insecticide residues were responsible for this
high mortality. In their paper on chronic ef
fects of DDT on cutthroat trout, Allison and
coworkers (1964) stated that "there was a
critical period shortly after hatching when
mortaUty was noticeably higher In offspring
of the high-dosage lots".

The relationship between mortallty, level
of DDT contamination of the eggs, and tem
perature of the water during yolk-sac ab
sorption is under experimental study. In
cubation and hatching during the Winter
and spring seasons at the MaUgne River Trout

. Hatchery take place at a water temperature
of 40' F. Brook trout fry and alevlns which
experienced a 90 per cent mortaUty at our
Mallgne River Trout Hatchey had less than
15 per cent mortality at the hatchery where
the eggs came from. At that establishment,
incubation of trout eggs Is carried out at
a water temperature ranging from 32° F. to
36° F.

COMMERCIAL TROUT DRY FEEDS

Fry are fed with commercial dry feeds after
reaching the advanced swimUp stage. sam
ples of dry feeds were analyzed. Results are
presented In Table 2 but for obvious reasons,
brand names and sources are not given.
Analyses revealed the presence of DDT in all
samples, wIth levels ranging from 2 ppb to
234 ppb. One sample also contained 17 ppb of
dieldrin.
TA8LE 2.-00T AND METABOLITES IN PARTS PER 10'

(ppb) WET WEIGHT IN MANUFACTURED DRY FEEDS FOR
TROUT

samrcle Concentrations in parts per 10', ppb
cata og

DOE o,p'-DOT p,p'-DOT Totalnumber DOD

473-476••• _. 104 27 38 65 234
483-476••• _' 45 19 42 54 160
491-493••• _' 45 35 38 78 196
8-1348.. ____ 71 (I) 33 46 150
8-1349 , __ • __ 59 (I) 20 28 107
8-1351. _____ 75 (I) 67 54 196
8-1352 ______ 56 (I) 47 39 132
8-1456 ______ 44 (I) 96 74 214
8-407. ______ 2 (I) (1) 2 4
8-40L _____ 2 (I~ (I) 2 4
8-490-. _____ 16 (3 (3) (') 16
8-723 _______ 19 (3) 26 9 54
8-724-. _____ 33 50 67 238 388
8-1166 _____ • 125 126 249 157 657
8-1456 ______ 44 (I) 96 74 214
8-146 _______ 60 (I) 67 24 151

I Indicates undetected, the limit of detection being I ppb.
• This feed also contained 17 ppb dieldrin.
I Indicates traces in the range of 1 to 5 ppb.

Presence of metaboUtes, from low to high
levels, Is as follows: o,p'-DDT, DOD, p,p'
DDT, and DOE. This same order was ob
served with the samples of rainbow trout
eggs with low levels of DDT and metabolites.
Some ingredients utilized in the manufac
turing of dry feeds were analysed for DDT
residues. Data obtained indIcated thRt-of
all the Ingredients examIned, only brewers'

yeast contalned resIdues no hIgher than 5
ppb; soybean meal and fish meal contained
less than 100 ppb.

CONCLUSION

VarIous levels of DDT and -residues have
been found in brook, rainbow, and cutthroat
trout handled at the Maligne River Trout
Hatchery In Jasper National Park. When
levels of DDT and metabolites exceeded 400
ppb In eggs, mortality In the resulting fry
ranged from 30 per cent to 90 per cent In the
60-day period follOWing the swim-up stage.
All commercial dry trout feeds analysed
were found to contaIn chlorinated hydro
carbons. Of several Ingredients used, only
brewer's yeast was found to be almost free
of contaminatIon.

From operational observatIons, It would
seem that DDT In manufactured trout food
is detrimental to the growth of trout raIsed
under hatchery conditions, when DDT and
metabolites in the eggs and fry exceed cer
tain levels.
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CHLORINATED HYDROCARBONS AND EGGSHELL

CHANGES IN RAPTORIAL AND FISH-EATING

BIRDS

(Abstract. CatastrophIc decllnes of three
raptorial species In the UnIted States have
been accompanIed by decreases In eggshell
thickness that began In 1947, have amounted
to 19 percent or more, and were IdentIcal to
phenomena reported In BrItain. In 1967,
shell thIckness In herrIng gull eggs from
five states decreased with Increases In
chlorinated hydrocarbon residues.)

New perspectives on the role. of chlorInated
hydrocarbon insecticIdes in 'bur envIronment
have come Into focus in recent years. Suc
cessive dIscoveries have demonstrated that
these compounds are systematically con
centrated in the upper trophic layers of
anImal pyramids (1). Raptorial bird popu
lations have simUltaneously sulfered severe
popUlation crashes In the UnIted States and
Western Europe (2, 3, 4). These Involve
reproductive failures whICh, at least In Brit
ain, are characterized by changes In calcium
metabolism and by a decrease In eggshell
thIckness reSUltIng in the parent birds'
breaking and eating theIr own eggs (4, 5,
6). Such a derangement of calcium metab
olism or mobilization perhaps could result
from breakdown of steroids by hepatic
microsomal enzymes Induced by exposure
to low dietary levels of chlorinated hydro
carbons (7).

We have examined the possibility that the
eggshell changes reported in Britain (6) have
also occurred In the United States and that
the raptor population crashes In Europe and
North AmerIca may have had a common
~hysiologlcal mechanIsm. The population
changes are wIthout parallel in the recent
history of bird populations (B). They In
clude the pending extirpation of the
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) In north
western Europe, the complete extIrpatIon
of the nesting popUlation of this specIes In
the eastern half of the UnIted States, and

8irriultaneou8 declines am~ng other
and fish-eating raptors on both sides of the
Atlantic.

We examined 1729 blown eggs in 39 mu
seum and private collections. Shells were
weIghed to the nearest hundredth of a gram.
In 29 percent of these, we were able to insert
a mIcrometer through the hole drilled by the
collector at the gIrth of the shell and to take
four measurements of thickness 7 mm from
the edge of the blow hole; these were then
averaged to the nearest 0.01 mm for each
shell. Thickness In each case then repre
sented the shell Itself plus the dried egg
membranes. Peregrine falcons, bald eagles
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) , and ospreys
(Pandion haliaetus) were selected as having
one or more regionally declining popUla
tions; golden eagles (AqUila chrysaeetos) ,
red-tailed hawks (Buteo 1amaicensis), and
great horned owls (BubO virginianus) were
selected as representative of reasonably sta
tIonary populations that may be slowly de
clining as their habitats are gradually de
stroyed by man, but for whIch widespread
reproductive failures are currently unknown.
In addition, 57 eggs of the herring gull
(Larus argentatus) were collected from five
colonies In 1967_ The shells of these were
drIed at room temperature for 4 months be
fore beIng measured, and resIdues of the en
tIre egg contents were analyzed by the Wis
consin Alumni Research Foundation for
chlorInated hydrocarbons but not for poly
chlorinated bIphenyls. Analytical procedure
followed that outlined by the U.S. Food and
Drug AdminIstratIon (9). Analyses were con
ducted on a gas chromatograph (Barber
Coleman, model GC 5000, and Jarrell-Ash.
model 28-700) with electron-capture detec
tors. The glass column (0.6 cm by 1.2 m)
was packed with 5 percent DC 200 (12,500)
on Cromport XXX. The column temperature
was 210°C, and the nitrogen flow rate was
75 cm3 jmIn. Each portion of the ground and
dried samples was extracted for 8 hOUrs or
more in a Soxhlet apparatus with a mixture
of ether and petroleum ether (70:170). Por
tions Of the extracts were further purified by
putting them through a Florlsll column.

In California, where the peregrIne falcon
population Is In "a serIous condItion" (10),
a change of 18.8 percent In shell weIght oc
curred from 1947 to 1952. Ratcliffe (6) found
a correspondIng decrease of 18.9 percent in
Britain. The change In California Involved
a decrease In shell thickness and had no
precedent In the prevIous 57-year re
corded hIstory of the peregrIne in that state
(Fig. 1). In the eastern United States, where
the nestIng population of peregrines has now
been Wiped out (3), fragmentary data Indi
cate that the same change took place (Table
1). Broken eggshells In a North American
peregrIne eyrIe were observed for the first
time In 1947 by J. A. Hagar 60 miles (6.9 km)
from the Massachusetts eyrie cIted In this
table (11). They were next Inferred In Que
bec In 1948 when egg-eating was observed
at the same sIte In 1949 (12), and were ob
served In PennsylvanIa In 1949 and 1950
(13). Chlorinated hydrocarbon data for this
now-extinct regional popUlation are com
pletely absent. For nine surviving adult
peregrInes In Canada's Northwest TerritorIes
In 1966, the data are reported to have aver
aged 369 parts per millIon (ppm) (fresh
weIght) in fat (14). For four adults In an
other mIgratory population In northern
Alaska, values were even higher (15).

For the five other raptorial specIes we have
stUdied, the data do not permit a precise de
lineation of the onset of the change In cal
cIum metabolism or mobIlIzatIon, but the
decrease (Table 1) In shell weIght (and
hence thickness) has involved only declln
ing popUlations and not stationary ones.
Change In shell thickness occurs in pOUltry
as a result of dietary deficIencies and age
(16, 17). This phenomenon would probably
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TABLE I.-WEIGHTS OF RAPTOR EGGSHEllS IN MUSEUM AND PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

Weight (g) Population
trend (or

Region Period Number Mean±S.E.' Change(percenl) reproduction)

Red-tailed hawk: California (23)1______ 1885-1937 386 6. 32±0. 032
1943-44 6 6. 09±0. 237 -3.6 Stationary.
1953-67 8 6. 49±0. 214 +2.7 Do.

Golden eagle: California (23) __________ 1889-1939 278 13. 03±0. 083
194(}-46 28 12. 70±0. 161 -2.5 Do.
1947-65 33 13. 41±0. 232 +2.9 Do.

Bald eagle (24a):
1886-1939 56 12. 15±0. 127Brevard County, Fla ______________

1947-62 12 9. 96±0. 280 -18.0 Declining.
Osceola County, Fla ______________ 1901-44 25 12. 32±0. 240

1959-62 8 9. 88±0. 140 -19.8 Do.

ospr~a~~b~d:-Virginia- _______________ 1890-1938 152 7.05±0.054 ________ .. ______
1941l--46 21 6. 91±0. 164 -2.0 Stationary.

1955 3 6.85 -2.8 Do.
New Jersey___________; __________ 188ll--1938 117 7. 08±0. 069 ________________ Do.

1957 6 5. 30±0. 446 -25.1 Declining.
Peregrine (25):

1915-37 29 4.24±0.061 ________________British Columbia _________________
1947-53 15 4. 18±0. 081 -1.4 Stationary.

California (23)___________________ 1895-1939 235 4.20±0.031 ________________
1940-46 49 4.07±0.038 -3.1 No data.
1947-52 31 3. 41±0. 084 -18.8 Declining.

New Hampshire to New Jersey 3. __ 1888-1932 56 4. 38±0. 034 ________________
Vermont.. ___ .. ____________".', 1946 3 4.30 -1.8 Stationary.
Massachusetts_, __ '.' ____ , _. _, ." 1947 3 3.47 -20.8 Extirpated.
New Jersey___________________.,. 1950 3 3.24 -26.0 Do.

Great horned owl: "California (23).. ______________ ._. 1886-1936 154 4.50±0:033 _______________ ,
1948-50 12 4.62±0.1l9 +2.4 Stationary.

not occur simultaneously on two continents
1 year after the chlorinated hydrocarbon In
secticides came Into general usage. Other
chemicals affect shell thickness In poultry
(17), but the finding of high concentrations
of chlorinated hydrocarbons In the eggs of
wild populatiOns of raptors and the time

I Citations (23-25) refer to the data for the population trend.
'S.L, standard error of the mean.
3 Including Vermont and Massachusetts.

In order to test the hypothesis that these
recent changes of thickness in raptor egg
shells were the result of differences in expo
sure to chlorinated hydrocarbons we ana
iyzed 10 to 14 eggs taken In 1967 from each
of five coionies of the herring gull (Larus
argentatus). Mean shell weight and thick
ness in 55 eggs collected in the same five
states prior to 1947 disclosed no geographic
gradients or signIficant differences. The
1967 mean thicknesses for each colony were
therefore compared to mean levels of resid
ual DDE [l,l-dichloro-2,2-bis (p-chloro
phenyl) ethylene) on a fresh-weight basis,
with the result shown in Fig. 2, the r value
being significant, with P = .001. The resi
dues of polychlorinated biphenyls (18) have
not been studied in these ecosystems, but
DDE has been consistently high in the Lake
Michigan birds, averaging (fresh weight)
1925 ppm (S.E. 274) In the fat of 12 healthy
adUlts collected in 1963-64 (19).

Reproduction in these gull colonies was
generally normal In 1967 except perhaps in
Wisconsin. At the latter colony where an 11
percent mean decrease in shell thickness oc
curred, some egg breakage and shell flaking
was evident in 1967, although not at the fre
quency seen in previous years. Excessive re
productive failure occurred at this site In
1964 when about 18 percent of eggs lost
about one-third of the shell due to flaking,
when clutch size decreased and embryonic
mortality was high, and when DDE residues

. averaged 202 ppm (S.E. 34) in nine eggs
(20). (If llnear extrapolation of the 1967
values lB carried out to 202 ppm, the shell
thickness in 1964 could be estimated as hav
ing decreased by about 32 percent.) The
effectiveness of DDE in the enzymatic· me
tabolism of aminopyrine has been reported
by Hart and Fouts (21), and our data sug
gest that this compound, because of its
prevalence, has played a major role in in
ducing the hepatic microsomal. metabolism
of steroids that in turn resulted in the egg
shell changes we have encountered in muse
um collections. Without doubt DDE is the
commonest .insecticide or insecticide analog

correlation of shell changes with the intro
duction of DDT [l,I,I-trichloro-2,2-bls (p
chlorophenyl) ethane) tend strongly to sug
gest that chlorinated hydrocarbons are the
major contributing cause, although It is not
unllkely that other chemicals could be con
tributory.

now being found in avian tissues (22). In
1966, it was found to average 284 ppm (S.E.
62) In the fat of nine arctic-breeding pere
grine falcons (14) and about 414 ppm In
four others on a wet-weight basis (15).
Concentrations of this compound and other
chlorinated hydrocarbons In the peregrine
popUlations that crashed farther south can
be assumed to have been as high-and they
may have been much higher.

From the above evidence and that accu
mulated by others (2, 4,6,8), we have reached
these conclusions: (I) many of the recent
and spectacular raptor popUlation crashes in
both the United States and Western Europe
have had a common physiological basis; (li)
eggshell breakage has been Widespread but
largely overlooked in North America; (Iii)
significant decreases in shell thickness and
weight are characteristic of the unprece
dented reproductive failures of raptor popu
lations in certain parts of the United States;
(iv) the onset of the calcium change 1 year
after the Introduction of chlorinated hydro
carbons Into general usage was not a ran
dom circumstance; and (v) these persisting
compounds are having a serious Insidious
effect on certain species of birds at the tops
of contaminated ecosystems.

JOSEPH J. HICKEY,
DANIEL W. ANDERSON,

Department Of Wildlife Ecology, Uni
versity Of Wisconsin, Madison.
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16 July 1968

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I have
an amendment at the desk and I ask that
it be stated.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.

The ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE CLERK. The
Senator from Wisconsin proposes an
amendment, on page 73, line 24, insert
the following new section:

SEC. 109. Section 1705(h) of Public Law
90-448 Is amended by striking the word "or"
where it appears before the word "domitory"
and by inserting after the word "domltory"
the following: ", water, or sewer".

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, the
Water Quality Improvement Act of 1969
which the Senate is considering today is
mainly concerned with the control of pol
lution whether by oil, sewage flow, acid
mIne drainage, or related pollutants into
our rivers and harbors. This bill would
authorize appropriations to alleviate pol-
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luted conditions and to provide for bet
ter coordination between Federal, State,
and local water pollution control pro
grams. I congratula te the distinguished
Senator from Maine for the excellent
leadership he has shown on environmen
tal policy. His work on the Water Quality
Improvement Act is but one example of
his continuing efforts over the years to
combat air and water pollution.

I understand that the Public Works
Committee will later consider legislatLon
on the very important subject of pro
viding additional financing to State and
local governments for the construction
of needed water and sewer facilities. In
1968, State and local governments bor
rowed nearly $3 billion to provide capi.tal
for financing water, sewer, and conser
vation programs. The Water Quality
Improvement Act of 1968 was passed by
the Senate, but was not enacted into law
because time ran out in the 90th Con
gress before differences in the House and
Senate versions could be resolved. This
1968 act would have enabled State and
local government units to raise between
$6 and $7 billion in capital by means of
municipal bond issues in order to pay for
needed construction.

The amendment I offer today would
afford to the State and local government
units access to the capital market now
enjoyed by State and local governments
when they issue bonds for housing, uni
versity, and dormitory purposes. Having
access to a competitive capital market
will enable the State and local govern
ments throughout the country to borrow
money for water and sewer construction
at the lowest possible cost. It is my belief
that in view of the astronomically high
interest rates which are now being paid,
it is more imperative that new water and
sewer construction be paid for by raising
capital under the most advantageous
conditions. Furthermore, as I mentioned
earlier, the fact that the Public Works
Committee has not yet considered legis
lation relating to financial assistance by
the Federal Government for the raising
of such capital is an additional reason
why it is important at this time that
every advantage of a competitive market
be given for State and local bOlTowing
for water and sewer needs.

Mr. President, the Committee on
Banking and Currency has considered
this amendment in some detail and hear-

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS

ings have been held on it. The Senator
from Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) is familiar
with the action taken, as he serves as a
member on that committee. It has also
been discussed on the floor before, and
I would hope, as it is discussed now with
the distinguished Senator from Maine,
that he will be able to accept the amend
ment.

Mr. MUSKIE. 1\11'. President, I sup
pert the adoption of the amendment of
fered by my distinguished colleague
from Wisconsin. The Subcommittee on
Air and Water Pollution has given con
siderable thought and study as to how
capital is to be available to our hard
pressed States and cities for the con
struction of waste treatment facilities. I
believe that every Member of Congress is
aware of the acute need in every State
and community for such facilities. Mr,ny
different financing proposals have been
considered by the subcommittee and by
the full Public Works Committee. The
Clean Water Restoration Act of 1956
authorized $3.5 billion for substantial
Federal grants for this purpose. How
ever, appropriations have fallen far short
of the authorized amounts. This situa
tion will be partially rectified this year
if the Congress appropriates the amounts
included by the House Appropriations
Conunittee in the Public Works appro
priations bill.

In the meantime, State and local gov
ernment units have continued to raise

. the capital for both their share and the
Federal share of a project cost by the
issuance of bonds. They will continue to
raise needed State and local capital by
this method in the future. The amend
ment now under consideration would en
able the public issuers to have access to
the same capital markets now available
for Federal financing thereby insuring
that they' may borrow in a competitive
market at the lowest cost.

Mr. President, for many reasons the
amendment is thoroughly consistent
with the objectives oP the committee,
struggling against budgetary restrictions
over the past 3 or 4 years, to find alter
native ways to make it possible for States
and communities to flnd the capital to
build these facilities.

I compliment the Senator for offering
his proposal. It has been heard by com
mittees. It is demonstrably sound on the
basis of the hearings held, and I am de-
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lighted to take the amendment into the
bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques
tion is on agreeing to the amendment
offered by the Senator from Wisconsin.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I sug

gest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk

will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro

ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres

ident, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the auorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDn~G OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

RECESS TO 10 A.M. TOMORROW

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres
iient, if there b8 no further business to
come before the Senate, I move, in ac
cordance with the previous order, that
the f.'cnate stand in recess until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.

The motion was agreed to; and (at 5
o'clock and 33 minutes p.m.), the Senate
took a recess until tomorrow, Wednes
day, October 8, 1969, at 10 a.m.

NOMINATIONS
Executive nominations received by the

Senate October 7, 1969:
u.s. CIRCUIT JUDGE

Charles Clark, of Mississippi, to be U.S.
circuit JUdge, fifth circuit vice ClaUde F.
Clayton, deceased.

U.S. ATTORNEY

Paul C. Camilletti, of West Virginia, to be
U.S. attorney for the northern district of
West Virginia for the term of 4 years vice
John H. Kamlowsky, resigned.

U.S. MARSHAL

Robert D. Oison, Sr., of Alaska, to be U.S.
marshal for the district of Alaska for the
term of 4 years vice George A. Bayer.

Leon T. Campbell, of Tennessee, to be U.S.
marshal for the middle district of Tennessee
for the term of 4 years vice Elmer W.
Dlsspayne, retired.

Benjamin F. Westervelt, of New York, to
be U.S. marshal for the eastern district of
New York for the term of 4 years vice George
J. Ward.

ASSIsrANT COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS

John Henry Schneider, of Virginia, to be
an Assistant Commissioner of Patents, vice
Gerald D. O'Brien, resigned.

EXTENSIONS OF REIUARKS
YOU CANNOT VOTE

HON. WILLIAM LLOYD SCOTT
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, October 7, 1969

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Speaker, Virginia is
one of two States holding statewide
elections this year, and I do not think
enough could be said about the impor
tance of the individual vote. Not only
is Virginia reaching a crucial period in
its political history. but the entire Na
tion needs for all of its citizens to exer
cise their right to vote. A very fine edl
torial appeared on October 2, 1969, in
the Globe newspapers which circulate

in my district which I would like to
share with my colleagues:

You CAN'T VOTE!

Those are fighting-and frightening
words. Or they should be, especially in Vir
ginia and especially this year of 1969.

Yet, sometime within the next few weeks,
those same words w1ll be told to thousands
of men and women who live here in North
ern Virginia. They won't be able to vote
because they didn't bother to qual1!y, didn't
take the time to register.

No matter how strongly you may feel about
the forthcoming elections, no matter what
your opinion is about the various candi
dates at the state and local level, It won't
make any difference at all unless you are
registered and thereby a qualified voter.

But the opportunity to do something
about your government. about the leader.

ship of that government, still exists for all
Virginians. It's not too late. There is still
time to qualify, still time to take an active
interest in the affairs of this state of your
community.

Which is just another way of saying, if
you are realistic and honest, there's still
time to take an active part in your own
life. The very existence of each citizen is
continually and consistently affected by gov
ernment at every level. Taxes are merely the
most obvious, the most famlllar and per
haps the most annoying. The highways upon
which you drive, the schools your children
attend, the house in which you live, the
very food you eat-aU are touched in some
way by the process of government in Rich·
mond.

You can affect that government by the
votes you cast in November. When you
choose the next Governor, when you cast


